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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its 81st plenary meeting, 'on 4 December 1980, the General Assembly, on the
recommendation of the SiJ.cth Commi.ttee, 1/ adopted resolution 35/50 entitled "Report
of the Special Committee on Enhancing the Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use
of Force in International Re1ations tl

, which read as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 31/9 of 8 November 1976, in which it invited
Member States to examine further the draft World Treaty on the Non-Use of
Force in International Relations submitted by the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, y as well as other proposals made during the consideration of
this item,

rlRecal1ing also its resolution 32/150 of 19 December 1971, whereby it
established the Special Committee on Enhancing the Effectiveness of the
Principle of Non-Use of Force in International Relations,

rlRecal1ing, in particular, its resolutions 33/96 of 16 December 1978 and
34/13 of 9 November 1979, in which it decided that the Specip,l Commi.ttee should
continue its work,

IiHaving considered the report of the Special Commi.ttee, 3/

"Taking note of the fact that, owing to lack of time, the Special
Committee was not able to consider in depth the new proposals submittel! to it
during its last session,

"Taking into account that the Special Committee has not complete,a the
mandate entrusted to it,

ilReaffirming the need for universal and effective application of the
principle of the non-use of force in international relations and for
assistance by the United Nations in this. endeavour,.

IiE!pressing the hope that the Special Commi.ttee will, on the basis of all
the proposals b~fore it, complete the mandate entrusted to it as soon as
possible,

"1. Takes note of the report of the Special Committee on Enhancing thE,t
Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use of Force in International Relations;

1:1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session? Annexes,
agenda item 105, document A/35/623.

y Ibid., Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 41 (A/34/41 and Corr.1), annex.

~ ~., Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 41 (A/35/41).
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H2. Decides that the Special Committee shall continue its work with the
goal of drafting, at the earliest possible date, a world treaty on the non-use
of force in international relations as well as the peaceful settlement of
disputes or such' other recommendations as the Co~~ittee deems appropriate;

H3. Requests the Special Committee to consider thoroughly, and to take
duly into account, all the proposals submitted to it with a view to ensuring a
successful completion of its mandate;

"4. Invites the Governments which have not yet done so to communicate
their comments or suggestions or to bring them up to date, in accordance with
General Assembly resolution 31/9;

115. Requests the Secretary-General to provide the Special Committee with
the necessary facilities and services;

"6. Invites the Special Committee to submit a report on its work to
the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session;

117. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its thirty-sixth
session the item entitled 'Report of the Special Committee on Enhancing the
Effectiveness of the Principle of Non-Use of Force in International
Relations' • il

2. The membership of the Special Committee as appointed by the President of the
General Assembly is as follows:

Argentina
Belgium
Benin
Brazil
Bulgaria
Chile
Cuba':~

Cyprus
Ecuador*
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Greece
Guinea
Hungary
India
Iraq

Italy
Japan
Mexico*
Mongolia
Morocco
Nepal
Poland
Romania
Senegal
Somalia
Spain
Togo
Turkey
Uganda
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland'
United States of America

* In accordance with General Assembly decision 35/324 of
17 December 1981, Cuba, Ecuador and Mexico replaced Nicaragua, Panama and
Peru, which were members in 1980 (see also .A/32/500, annex Ill, and
A/35/762). .
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3. The Special Committee met at United Nations Headquarters from 23 March to
11 April 1981. JY
4. The session was opened on behalf of the Secretary-General bY'Mr. Erik Suy,
Under-Secretary-General, the Legal Counsel, who represented the Secretary-General
at the session.

5. Mr. Valentin A. Romanov, Director of the Codification Division of the Office
of Legal Affairs, acted as Secretary of the Special Committee.
Miss Jacqueline Dauchy, Deputy-Director for Research and Studies (Codification
Division, Office of Legal Affairs), acted as DeputY' Secretary to the Special
Committee. Mr. Lucjan Lukasik and Mr. Manuel Rama-Montaldo, Legal Officers. and
Mr. Sergei Shestakov and Mr. Andrew Sinjela, Associate Legal Officers (Codification
Division, Office of Legal Affairs), acted as Assistant Secretaries to the Special
Committee.

6. At its 48th and 50th meetings, on 24 and 26 March 1981, the Special':.:ollllDi.ttee
elected the following officers:

Chairman:

Vice-Chairmen:

Rapporteur:

Mr. Nabil A. ElarabY' (Egypt)

Mr. Jargalsaikhany Enkhasaikhan (Mongolia)
Mr. Oscar Gonz8J.ez (Mexico)
liIr. Ryszard Krystosik (Poland)

Mr. Eric Duchene (Belgium)

1. At its 48th meeting, on 24 March, the Special Committee adopted the following
agenda:

•1. Openi,ng of the session.

2. Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda.

4. Organization of work.

5. Consideration, pursuant to paragraph 2 of General AssemblY' resolution
32/150, paragraph 2 i·':)f resolution 33/96, paragraph 2 of resolution 34/13
and paragraphs 2 and 3 of resolution 35/50, of proposals and sugestioDS
submitted bY' States.

6. Adoption of the report.

8. At the 49th meeting, on 25 Marc;~h, the attention of the Special Committee was
drawn to requests for observer statlW which had b'.!en received from the Permanent
Missions to the United Nations of Peru, Viet NElDl a.'Qd Yugoslavia. The Committee
agreed at that meeting to grant those requests in accordance with the practice 80

JY For the membership of the Special Committee at its 1981 session, see
A/AC.193/INF.4 and Add.l and 2.
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far followed by it, 't"her'eby representatives of States not members of the Committeewho so requested, might participate in the Committee's 'work and attend meetings ofthe f,l'orking Group but not participate in the work of the Working Group. It tooksimilar decisions at its 51st and 56th meetings, held on 27 March and 6 April, inrelation to requests for observer status which had been received from thePermanent Missions to the United Nations of Nicaragua and Algeria.

9. Also at its 49th meeting, the Committee agreed, with respect to theorganization of its work ~ that, notwithstanding the fact that general debates hadbeen held at the previous sessions, there was a need for a brief general debate,in which observers would have an opportunity to express their views and to whichthree days would be devoted, subject to some flexibility. .The Committee furtheragreed that one working group would be established, with the same officers as theSpecial Committee itself, and that, bearing in mind General Assembly resolution35/50 which noted in the preamble that, owing to lack of time, the SpecialCommittee had not been able to consider in depth the new proposals submitted to itduring its previous session, the Working Group would start with the considerationof the working paper submitted at that session by 10 non-aligned countries (Benin,Cyprus, Egypt, India, Iraq, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaragua, Senegal and Uganda) 5/ withthe hope of bringing it within eight meetings to the level reached in relation tothe other papers submitted previously. Finally, the Committee agreed to devote atleast two days to the adoption of its report.

: 10. At its 59th meeting, on 10 April~ the Special Committee considered the questionof the organization of its work for the remainder of the session. Owing to a cleardifference of opinion, no conclusion was reached.

11. The Special Committee devoted its 50th to 58th meetings:) bet't.,een 26 March· and8 April, to a general debate in which the representatives of the following Statestook part: United States of America, Spain, Chile, Egypt, Mongolia, FederalRepUblic of Germany~ Romania, Japan, Hungary, Bulgaria, Finland, Brazil, Italy,Greece:! Argentina, Mexico, Ecuador, Poland, Cuba, United Kingdom of Great Britainand I'lorthern Ireland, Belgium, France, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics andTurkey. In accordance with the decisions reflected in paragraph 8 above, theobservers for Nicaragua, Peru, Viet Nam and Yugoslavia made statements with theconsent of the Committee.

12. The Special Committee had before it the draft lvorld Treaty on the Non-Use ofForce in International Relations introduced by the Union of Soviet SocialistRepublics. 6/ It also had before it the comments and suggestions of Governmentsreceived in-accordance with General Assembly resolution 35/50 (A/AC.193/3 andAdd.1-3). In addition, the Working Group had before it the working paper submittedat the 1979 session of the Committee by Belgium, France:) Germany, Federal Republicof, Italy and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland Y and theworking paper referred to in paragraph 9 above, a revised version of which wastabled during t~e session by the same sponsors and is reproduced in paragrapb 259of the present report.

5/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session? SupplementNo. 41 (A/35/4l), para. 172.
§J .!E!!!., Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No'. 41 (A/34/41), annex.
7/ Ibid., para. 129.
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13. Since the Committee had not completed its work, it generally recognized the
desirability of further consideration of the questions before it. While the
majority 't'1ere in favour of renewing the mandate of the Committee, some delegations
took the position that the mandate should not be renewed and others considered that
the mandate should be reviewe'd.

14. At its 62nd meeting, on 17 April, the Special Committee considered and
approved the report of the lo1orldng Group (see sect. III below). The report of the
Special Committee was adopted at the same meeting.

,

•
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II. GENERAL DEBATE

15. The first speaker at the 50th meeting, the representative of the United Statesof America, said that, in view of the current global situation, which was not oneto stimulate confidence concerning the state of the world with regard to the use offorce, and in view of the warfare witnessed in Asia, Africa and Latin Americawithin the last 12 months, his delegation was pleased that General Assemblyresolution 35/50 was such that it was rational for his country to participate inthe work of the Committee. His country had participated in the 1918 and 1979sessions on account of the retention of a balanced mandate giving the Committee thenecessary latitude to fulfil its task by making whatever recommendations it deemedappropriate. Since it regarded the notion of a new treaty on the non-use of forceas pernicious, it could not· rationally participate in the 1980 session in the lightof certain language in the preambular part of resolution 34/13 which implicitlyurged the Committee to proceed with such a task. Since that langua8e had beenremoved from resolution 35/50, the Committee's mandate was now more realistic inrecognizing that a treaty or other normative instrument was not the only answer tothe question of how to enhance the effectiveness of the princi~le of non-use offorce.

l~. His delegation remained convinced that a treaty was both unnecessary anddangerous in its potential threat to the principles of the Charter of the UnitedNations, and that the elaboration of a treaty on the non-use of force would weakenthe obligation provided for in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter: if the newtreaty merely repeated the Charter, it would make a farce of the act of treatymaking and if the new treaty were to differ from the Charter in any respect - andit need not deviate in essence or substance to create problems, it need only differin its terms - there would be endless confusion over the governing legal regimein that most critical of areas. The serious and dangerous nature of the confusionwould not be limited to Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter. It would affectthe inherent right of self-defence described in Article 51 and the entirecollective security mechanism. It was therefore surprising that even though thetitle of the item had been altered to replace any reference to a treaty by ageneralized call to enhance the effectiveness of the existine principle, the ideaof a treaty should continue to be pressed. Shortly after statin~ that a treaty onthe non-use of force would create an atmosphere in relations among States in whichthe use or threat of force would be (utla'f1ed and that the time had come to ban theuse of force in international relations, the Soviet Union had invaded Afghanistan.The question arose whether it was the absence of a new treaty on the non-use offorce or some lack of clarity in its understanding of Article 2, paragraph 4 ofthe Charter which had prompted the Soviet Union to pour troops into Afghanistan,eliminating the head of Government and suppressing the people of that country,actions which had been preceded by comparable ones on the part of the Soviet Union,notably in 1968 arid 1956. The Brezhnev doctrine of limited sovereignty, whichasserted that military intervention to deprive a nation of the right to choose itsown social, political and economic system was permissible, had first been openlyinvoked to justify suppressing the will of the people in 1968 and had since,unfortunately, been reiterated on several occasions, including one earlier in thecurrent month. Account should also be taken of the nUmerous cases of indirect uses
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of force such as the situation in El Salvador, which represented a classic case of
clandestine military support to overthrow a Government committed to reform and
the return to a democratic system of government. The intention behind the idea of
drafting a treaty was apparently to divert attention from the Soviet Union's clear
disrespect of international law - as shown so clearly in the invasion and military
occupation of Afghanistan - as well as to confuse the law in an attempt to narrow
the gap between attempts at rationalizing an aberrant conduct and the universally
accepted and understood law.

11. Rather than allow itself to be distracted with treaties pledging not to do
what was already legally prohibited, the Committee should concentrate on the real
problems, namely, the lack of will of certain States to obey very clear laws, human
privation, denial of human rights, and the inability of the international system,
as embodied in the United Nations, to establish machinery to provide a sufficiently
satisfactory or, at least, a sufficiently utilized alter,native to the use of force
through the peaceful settlement of disputes and collective security. The Charter
of the United Nations treated the prohibition of the threat or use of force in the
context of a comprehensive collective security system. All aspects of that system
were interrelated and vital. The lesson of the period before the Second World War
reflected in the Charter was that prohibiting the use of force alone 'Was not
enough and that a security system could not be strengthened by mere repetition of
existing obligations but had to be accompanied by functioning machinery for the
maintenance of international peace and security: to concentrate narrowly on the
prohibition of the use of force and not on the functioning of the system as a whole
would therefore mark a stunning and tragic step backward into the retrogressive
development of law and institutions. While those who contributed so little. to
alleviating the economic plight of developing countries might wish to distract
attention from poverty and want, while those who did not accord basic human rights
to their own nationals might wish to distract attention from human rights concerns,
while those who feared third-party dispute settlement might want to distr.a.ct
attention from dispute settlement machinery as a viable alternative to the use of
force, while those who violated the principles of collective responsibility for
peace keeping by, inter alia, refusing to pa,y even for forces duly approved by the
Security Council might wish to distract attention from that breaclt of the Charter,
while those who elaborated obnoxious doctrines seeking to justify invasion of a
country to prevent that country from freely choosing its own social and economic
system might wish to make the international community forget what they had done or,
worse yet, to trap it into an instrument which could qe used to justify such an
invasion or such a doctrine, the Special Committee ~or its part should not let
itself be so distracted.

18. His delegation was prepared to examine specific instances of the use of force
since 1945 in an effort to understand better why States resorted to force: if such
an examination were to reveal that there was genuine doubt as to the legally
binding nature of the Charter's prohibition of the threat or use of force, then
his delegation might be prepared to reconsider its opposition to further
elaboration of legal principles as a response to contemporary uses of force. It
maintained, however, that there were many ways of enhancing the effectiveness of
the principle of the non-use of force, such as improving the recourse to methods of
peaceful settlement of disputes and improving the functioning of the collective
security system of the United Nations, for, so long as States lacked confidence in
the functioning of the collective security system, they would resort to force when
they felt threatened and those with aggressive desires to acquire territory or
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enforce the subjugation of their neighbour's political will would dare to flout
the law. It was possible that there were malfunctions in ~he collective security
system which either deprived States of a viable alternative to the use of force to
settle disputes or, at least, did"not encourage them to use the alternatives. An
in-depth study might lead to recommendations aimed, for instance, at making the
system less slow or at enhancing the fact-finding capacity of the Secretary-General.
The paper submitted by the five Western European countries deserved careful study
in an attempt to determine and understand what led States to resort to the threat
or use of force.

19. Since even those who used force recognized the validity of the principle of
non-use of force in international relations and its legally binding character,
it would be profoundly irresponsible for the Committee to sati.sfy itself with glib
responses merely restating existing well-known rules and thereby encouraging the
continued worsening of the situation by demonstrating the United Nations inability
to respond seriously to a serious global situation. Hhat was needed was not yet
another statement of principles but an effort to make the syotem responsible to
needs and a reflection on past ineffectiveness and on ways of improving matters.

20. The second speaker at the 50th meeting, the representative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist RepUblics, speaking in exercise of the right of reply, rejected
the assertions made by the previous speaker with respect to the Soviet Union's
foreign policy, assertions which, he went on to say, were entirely unfounded and
f~se. The representative of the United States had explained his country's reasons
for boycotting the previous session of the Committee. Given the positive stand
of the overwhelming majority of States towards the conclusion of a world treaty on
the non-use of force in international relations, the attitude of the United States
was arrogant, scornful and unconstructive and was aimed at undermining efforts
towards the drafting of such a treaty and at distracting the attention of the
Committee from the fulfilment of its mandate provided for by resolution 35/50 of
the General Assembly.

21. As to the worn-out argument that if the treaty repeated the Charter it would
make a mockery of treaty-making and if it contained new or progressive elements,
it would lead to confusion, it could convince only naive people having no knowledge
of international politics and international law. It also reflected a lack of
respect for the members of the Committee.

22. There was no need to investigate the reasons behind the use of force because
those reasons were universally known: they included, for example, the policy of
Israeli authorities in occupied territories and the policy followed by South Africa.

23. It became quite clear, after listening to the statement of the representative
of the United States, who was trying to divert the Committee's attention from the
discharge of its mandate. That task was of direct interest to all States without
exception for it aimed at preventing the world from slipping into the abyss of
thermonuclear catastrophe. He therefore appealed to all delegations to take a
realistic approach and work towards the elaboration of fundamental provisions for a
world treaty on the principle of non-use of force in international relations.

24. The speaker at the 51st meeting, the representative of Spain, observed that,
as pointed out by Juan Antonio Carrillo Salcedo, two societies coexisted in the
contemporary international world: a relational society, in which national
sovereignty predominated, and an institutional society, in which international
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co-operation predominated. That coexistence generated tension between the
lawfulness of the use of force as a discretionary power of the State in the legal
order of the relational international ~nciety and the prohibition of the use of
force in the legal system of the institutional international society. In addition
to the direct tension which had resulted from the violation of the norms governing
the use of force, there had been another indirect kind of tension resulting from the

.·gradual and progressive extension of certain situations in which States could
lawfully use force.

25. Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter was a peremptory norm of general
international law as defined in articles 53 and 64 of the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties. 8/ Nevertheless, some States resorted to th~ unlaWful use of
force, intervening directly or indirectly in the internal affairs of other States;
they used force or the threat of force against the national unity, territorial
integrity and political independence of other States, and used direct or indirect
military aggression as a means of settling international disputes with other
States. The legal obligation contained in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter
had thus on many occasions been transformed into a simple moral obligation,
subordinated to the power politics in which those States engaged. That showed that
the progress made toward the attainment of the primary objective of the Charter,
i.e., the establishment and maintenance of a distinction between the lawful use and
the unlawful use of force, had not yet fulfilled the hopes awakened in San Francisco.

26. With regard to the tension resulting from the gradual and progressive
extension of the specific situations in which States could law:f'ully use force, he
observed that the Charter provided for the lawful use of force in specific
circumstances. First, it provided for such use within the framework of the
collective security system, lrhich was composed of the collective measures that the
Security Council could adopt in accordance with the provisions of Chapter VII,
particularly ArtiCle 42, of the collective measures that the General Assembly
could recommend in accordance with the provisions of Chapter IV; ~articular1y

Articles 10 and 11, and of the collective measures that regional agencies could
adopt in the light of the provisions of Chapter VIII, particularly Article 52.
Secondly, the Charter provided for the lawful use of force in the case of self
defence, which had given rise to many interpretations and reinterpretations of
Article 2, paragraph 4, and Article 51 of the Charter, it beine.: asserted in some
cases that the content of the right of self-defence was limited to that which
transpired from Article 51 and in others, th~t Article 2, paragraph 4, neither
replaced nor rendered inapplicable the pre-existing international law relating to
self-defence. Thirdly, the fact that the Charter prohibited the threat or use of
force against "the territorial integrity or political independence of any Staterl

might be construed as meaning that the threat or use of force was permitted in other
cases. That interpretation had, in fact, enabled some States to evade, indirectly,
the obligation contained in ArtiCle 2, paragraph 4.

27. His delegation considered that the principle of refraining from the threat or
use of force in international relations could and should be the subject of a more
specific formulation and systematization that would help to define the content of
Article 2, paragraph 4, and rule out the possibility of States interpreting that
provision to suit their political and ideological interests: To that end, and with

8/ See Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the Law of
Treaties, Documents of the Conference (United Nations pUblication, Sales No.
E.70.V.5), document A/CONF.39/27.
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a view to the progressive development of that principles it would be necessarys as
Verdross had saids to re1ys not only on a logical and grammatical interpretation
of the Charter, but also on the guiding ideas on which it was based, in other words,
the animating'concepts which informed the activity of the Organization but were not
necessarily express'ly set forth in the Charter , although they might be deduced from
the interplay of all its rules. \'1ith regard to the way in which the principle
should be defined, he said that any effort to draft a treaty on the non-use of force
at a time when that principle had been and continued to be violated would obviously
be pointless. Any attempt to develop or supplement the principle of prohibition
of the threat or use of force in international relations would be meaningless if
that p~inciple was not respected, if the idea of international jus cogens implicit
in its fo~mulation was violated and if the omnipotence of the will of the State
prevailed over objective barriers based on humanitarianism, justice and solidarity•.
The political will of States to comply strictly with its content was a prerequisite
for the development or supplementation of that principle, as of any other principle.
of the Charter. It would serve no purpose to create, as some had wished to do, a
kind of functional dichotomy by proposing, on the one hand, a draft "rorld treaty
on the non~use of force in international relations and, on the other hand, violating
the principle which it was proposed to codify.

28. That being so, his delegation considered that special a.ttention should be paid,
first, to the interrelation and interdependence which existed between the principle
of non-use of force, the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes and the
collective security system. Second1y~ the normative elements contained in each of

:those principles should be considered very carefully. He noted, on the one hand,
that merely paraphrasing or reaffirming the Charter would add nothing new to the
existing principles, and on the other, that proclaiming as lex lata principles
de le~e ferenda might create serious drafting problems. Those risks should therefore
be weighed carefully before an attempt was made to formulate and systematize t~ose

principles more precisely. It should also be borne in mind that the mere
multiplication of statements of principles of conduct might also reduce the impact
of the formulation of the aforementioned principles. Lastly, in the course of the
analysis, emphasis should be placed on the institutional elements of the three major
topics he had mentioned, particularly the procedures, instruments and machinery
used in international relations to implement, or ensure the implementation of,
the rules deriving from or based on the principle of non-use of force, the principle
of peaceful settlement of disputes and the collective security system, because the
normative effectiveness of a rule often depended on the institutional measures
adopted for the purpose of implementing it.

29. His delegation considered teat the dialogue should be based on the assumption
that the United Nations was the symbol of a more just international order and the
reflection of an equipoise on which international relations at each moment in time
were based.

30. The first speaker at the 52nd meeting, the representative of Chile, said that
there was a close link between the non-use of force or threat of force and the
effective 'loTil1 and commitment of States to peace as a form of international
conduct, which in all their interrelated aspects formed an indissociab1e whole.' The
will for pea.ce, as reflected in the Charter, meant that threats or any other type
of coercion of one country to another were precluded. It also prevented any
progression from threats to the use of force, resulting in an unlawful situation
that could well lead to aggression or an act of war~ His delegation therefore
attached importance to means for the peaceful settlement of disputes, in their
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two'-fold role of preventing a conflict or ending it once it had begun. In all
those matters there must exist a will for peace, which should be reflected in the
general attitude of a country towards a dispute and towards its legal and moral
responsibility to the community of nations. It should be displayed both to its
citizens and to its allies, and also to the region of which the country formed a
part. Otherwise, any means for the peaceful settlement of disputes or any machinery
established by the C~mmittee to ensure the non-use of force might prove illusory
when a Government in~ited its people to war or sought support for such purposes
abroad.

31. If a conflict was avoided and the machinery for the peaceful settlement of
disputes envisaged in international law came into operation, the same principle
would also find expression in the good faith and trust displayed by countries in
the agreed machinery for peaceful settlement, both during the proceedings and when
it came to implementing the results. If that were not the case, the threat or use
of force would subsist despite the existence of a procedure for peaceful settlement,
and that procedure would be seriously impeded because it was not based on an
effective will for peace.

32. It should also be borne in mind that some very delicate international
situations involving the use or threat of force had arisen since the establishment
of the Committee. Even now, clear and unequivocal examples of the use of force
were still to be seen, as in the case of the military aggression in Afghanistan,
despite the majority expression of international condemnation adopted by the
Geners-l Assembly on two occasions. rrew threats of the use of force, strongly
reminiscent of the tragic beginnings of the Second Horld ~o1ar, were also emerging
in the heart of ~ope. His country most vigorously deplored and condemned such
acts. Chile complied in good faith and most resolutely with the principles of the
Charter and considered it its duty to draw the Special Committee's attention to the
delicate situation prevailing in certain parts of the world.

33. The Committee had before it several international documents 'containing basic
./ elements for enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force in

international relations. A thorough revielT and analysis of those documents would
enable the Committee to complement its study with a view to preparing an
appropriate and generally acceptable international instrument that would establish
effective machinery for preventing such acts or effecting a prompt settlement of
their consequences.

34. His delegation wished to point out that terrorism was the most blatant
expression of the lack of the will for peace and was directly related to the threat
and use of force in international relations, even though it follmfed a different
methodology that was far more cruel, inhuman and unnatural. The rise of terrorism,
particularly in some parts of Latin America, had been watched with concern. The
ideologies that inspired it were known, and in the final analysis they coincided..
with recent practice in the flagrant cases of use of force.

35. The second speaker at the 52nd meeting, the representative of Egypt, stressed
the importance of convening the Special Committee at a time when the world faced a
situation in which many problems were seriously endangering international peace and
security, and gravely jeopardizing the survival of mankind.

-11-



36. Since the foundation of the United Nations, many efforts had been exteno.ed and
many endeavours had been carried out aiming at developing and enhancing the
effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force and the other principles
that were related to, it, such as'the draft declaration on rights and duties of
States, which was prepared by the International Law Commission in June 1949,
(General Assembly resolution 315 (IV) of 6 December 1949, annex) the declarations
on essentials of peace (resolution 290 (IV) of 1 December 1949), and on peace
through deeds (resolution 380 (V) of 11 November 1950) and the Declaration on the ~

Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of States and the 1(...·.'
Prot"ection of Their Independence and Sovereignty (resolution 2131 (XX) of •
21 DecGmber 1965).

31. The principle was clearly enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and I
was part of contemporary international law as one of its imperative rules, ~

jus cogens. Egypt, like most peace-loving States, opposed all forms of the threat
or the use of force in international relations. That stance was severely challenged f
by many violations that occured in Africa, Asia and South America. States of the
third world; the non-aligned countries, were inspired by the initiative of drafting
a treaty to achieve valuable and important results for the peace and security of
the whole world. Such a treaty would cover all forms of the threat or the use of
force; moreover, it 't-Tould include terms and limits of' the exceptions to the
principle and different ways and means to be applied, in each case. In general,
it could be said that that instrument was to seek the removal of all impediments
that stood against the effective application of the principle and to ensure the
imperative adherence to it in all cases. He believed that developing and
elaborating all these elements in a legally binding instrument was a must. The
support for the treaty was made clear by the sixth summit conference of the
non-aligned countries in 1919. It was also explicitly articulated in paragraph 2
of General Assembly resolution 35/50 of 4 December 1980, as well as in previous
resolutions of the General Assembly,

38. Furthermore, the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning
Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations (General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1910)
should be co~sidered, as a point of departure. That Declaration, as well as other
resolutions and declarations that had been adopted and that had a bearing on the
non-use of force, should be taken into. account. A genuine effort. should be made
to clarify all the dimensions of the principle under consideration.

39. The representative of Egypt further recalled that his delegation, along with
nine other non-aligned countries members of the Committee, had submitted a working
};:a:per during the last session, 9/ to enabl~ the Committee, through its t-lorking
Group, to engage in a substantive discussion and avoid sterile debate on the
question of the nature of the treaty, its scope and relationship with the Charter.
All the principles contained in that working paper were already part of
contemporary internationa:t. law and were articulated on the basis of documents agreed
upon by the General Assembly. They were principles relevant to the principle of
the non-use of force whose aim was to ensure that the international legal order .

9/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,
Supplement No. 41 (A/35/4l), para. 112.
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should not have any gaps. Those principles were not exhaustive and therefore could
be subject to detailed discussion. The Committee could elaborate upon them, add
other principles, and could also suggest ways and means for applying them
effectively and comprehensively. Since the Special Committee had not been able to
consider those proposals in depth owing to lack of time, priority should be given,
during the current session, to those proposals, as was clearly indicated in
resolution 35/50.

40. He pointed out that. the elaborate plan for an effective international collective
security system, which was enshrined in the Charter 35 years ago, had failed to
materialize. The expectations and aspirations of many States that had been
subjected to the use of force had never been fulfilled. The Organization, vested
with the responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security,
had never been able to put into effect its wide powers as contained in Chapter VII
of the Charter.

41. The collective security system should be revitalized and attention should be
focused on the measures open to the competent organs of the United Nations. It
was his delegation's belief that the principle of non-use of force could not be
effectively enhanced without substantive changes in the collective security
system, which would provide States with a practical, feasible and, above all,
credible alternative to the traditional resort to force in order to resolve
inter-State disputes.

42. i'h" third speaker at the 52nd meeting, the representative of Mongolia,
associated himself with the previous speakers who had voiced deep concern over the
current deteriorating international situation. He noted that some countries' had
embarked upon a course of unprecedented escalation of the arms race , .undermining
the very foundation of international detente and frustrating painstaking efforts
and cherished hopes in concrete fields of international co-operation of paramount
importance, and warned against the revival of the cold-war spirit. In those
circumstances, the task of the Special Committee was of particular significance:
enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force in international
relations was a question of paramount importance to all States, big and small,
since it was directly linked to the vital question of maintaining and strengthening
international peace and security, and solving it by making it incumbent on States
to assume a concrete, legally binding obligation to refrain from the use or threat
of force and to settle their disputes peacefully would markedly contribute to
achieving the main aim of the United l'Tations, as re~lected in Article 1,
paragraph 1, of the Charter, as well as consolidating and deepening the process of
international detente.

43. Mongolia's keen interest in searching for ways and means of enhancing the
effectiveness of that principle and of outlawing the use or threat of force
stemmed from the fact that there still existed forces that would not hesitate to
use force in order to realize their imperialistic and hegemonistic designs and'
territorial claims. The need and urgency to concretize the principle of non-Use
of force had become more apparent in the wake of recent attempts to undermine the
legitimate right of peoples to self-determination and to individual or collective
self-defence, both recognized by contemporary international law and reflected in
the Charter, as well as attempts to confuse the inhe.rent right of peoples to
struggle for their national liberation and independence with the abhorrent acts of
terrorism. He emphasized that the legitimacy of the struggle of peoples for
national liberation and independence was still as valid and true as it had been
20 or 200 years ago and had been time and again reaffirmed by the United Nations.
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44. Since adoption of clear-cut binding norms had alwa-vs been the most effective
legal barrier to law infringement, it was only natural that the overwhelming
majority of Member States should have come to the conciusion that the best I
practical way of enhancing the principle of non-use of force in internati0rtal
relations would be to conclude a treaty to that effect, clearly and concretely
defining the obligation of States not to use force in their international relations.
The worn-out argument that the drawing up of a treaty or any other legally binding
instrument on the non-use of force would either repeat a Charter obligation or, in
case of divergence, result in an amendment of the Charter was unconvincing and
irrelevant, since it was widely understood that Article 2, paragra.ph 4, of the
Charter should be concretized and developed in strict conformity with its spirit and
with the provisions of other important international documents adopted on the basis
and in pursuance of the Charter. It was up to the Committ~e to see to it that the
instrument did not merely restate general obligations nor de facto amend Charter
provisions. Furthermore, as exemplified by the area of human ri/2;hts, it was a
traditional United Nations practice to emboqy general principles of the Charter in
multilateral conventions"; Le., to further develop and concretize international
law. The' elaboration of a legally binding, detailed document could take place
a/2;ainst the legal background of various important documents alreaqy elaborated by
the international community and on the bas is of the Soviet draft.

45. The mere fact that, since its last session, the Committee had received several
additional replies from Governments, and that it now had several documents to work
on demonstrated that the majority of the members of the Committee,; like the
overwhelming majority of the Members of the Organization, were ge.luinely interested
in negotiating and elaborating an international instrument that w(luld truly enhance
the effectiveness of the Jus co~ens principle. The Committee should, in
accordance with the mandate contained in resolution 35/50, !iconsider thoroughly'l
those documents ;Iwith a view to ensuring a successful completion of its mandate 11 ,

To that effect, it should have before it a comparative table indicating provisions
common to all above-mentioned documents, provisions having a different content,
and provisions havin@: no counterpart in the other documents.

46. The first speaker at the 53rd meeting, the representative of the Federal
Republic of Germany said that the renewal of the Committee's mandate was not
warranted by the accomplishments of the three previous sessions of the Special
Committee. Much discontent, uneasiness and criticism had been expressed in the
Sixth Committee about the lack of progress. Eventually, however, the sentiment
prevailed that, in matters of use of force, of peace and security, the dialogue
should go on and not even a very slim prospect of progress should be left
unexplored.

47. The renewal of the mandate had to be seen against the background of a series
of instances of flagrant violations of the Charter of the United Nations and
especially of the prohibition of the use of force.. The alarming developments in
that respect could not be ignored. There was an increasing and spreading
disposition of Governments to resort to force for the settlement of political
issues. Apart from outright war, the international community witnessed the
continuous presence of foreign troops of occupation in certain countries in
defiance of urgent calls to withdraw. He pointed out in particular the situation
of Afghanistan and Kampuchea, flagrant aggressions against which were overwhelmingly
condemned. He referred also to the frequent abuse of the plea of self-defence by
the aggressor itself, thus justi:t'yin~ its resort to force. Such illegal acts
against the territorial integrity a~nd political independence of a State or
intervention in its internal affairs were a very dangerous threat to internat~onal

peace.
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48. The Federal Republic of Germany was sincerely and faithfully committed to the
Charter and to its purposes arid principles. It had made the renunciation of the
use of force a corner-stone of its foreign policy and supported all efforts aimed
at obtaining world-wide application of the principle of non-use of force. It had
concluded a series of bilateral treaties and has subscribed to the Final Act of
Helsinki, 10/ both stipulating the interdiction of the use of force.

49. In the opinion of the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, the
goal of making the prohibition of force in international relations more effective
could only be achieved by means, measures and deeds founded on broad agreement and
consensus. In order to bring about that unity of purpose there had to be a
genuinely open dialogue. Any approach to the task before the Committee which only
sought to pursue selfish political interests disguised in lofty principles mi@ht
endanger meaningful work towards the fulfilment of the Committee's mandate.

50. In his view, there were a few indispensable conditions which would be essential
for the conduct of a fruitful debate.

51. The general framework had to be the Charter of the United Nations. It meant,
first of all, strict faithfulness to the purposes and principles of the United
Nations. The principle of non-use of force had a prominent place among the Charter
principles but it had to be looked at in the context of all the others. That
interrelationship had to be taken carefully into consideration. An elaboration of
the principle of non-use of force that would lead to an erosion of its broad
content would be definitely contrary to the mandate of the Committee.

52. In exploring possible ways and means towards the enhancement of the
effectiveness of the prohibition of the use of force, it would also seem useful
to build on such other instruments as were related to that issue and which had
been negotiated and formulated on a broad basis of agreement, such as, for .example,
the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations or the Definition of Aggression (General Assembly resolution 3314 (XXIX),
annex). It seemed, furthermore, appropriate to give attention also to the
principles of the Final Act of Helsinki. A large group of States of different
political and social backgrounds, some of which were members of the Committee, had
achieved consensus on that document after discussing thoroughly principles and
questions relating to peace and security in Europe.

53. The mandate of the Committee recognized that the principle of non-use of force
was intimately and logically interrelated with the principle of the peaceful
settlement of disputes. Certainly, there were more issues in the fabric of
international relations pertaining more or less directly to the interdiction of the
use of force. The Committee should not lose sight of such important topics as
disarmament, peace-kee'l)ing, the right to self-determination or human rights .He-·
referred to the wOl·king paper submitted by a group of non-aligned countries.
Owing to lack of time, there had been only a preliminary discussion of the
17 principles embodied in that paper. Nevertheless, he recognized that they
constituted an interesting and useful contribution. The principal merit of the
working paper was that it tended to broaden and to deepen the s cope of the debate

10/ Final Act of the Conference on Securityand Co-operation in Europe,
Cmnd.6198 (London, H.M. Stationery Office, 1975).
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and to injf"ct new n:cmentum into the work of the Committee. It was to be hoped that
that and other new proposals would lead the Committee awa::r from concepts which did
not offer any" prospect of agreement. The delegation of the Federal Republic of
Germany for its part intended to co-operate constructively in such a debate in the
hope of achieving progress towards the enhancement of the principle of non-use of
force in international relations.

54. The second speaker at the 53rd meeting~ the representative of Roman~a, said
that enhanci.ng the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force or'threat of
force, was especially important in existing circumstances in view of the
deterioration of the international climate caused by the accumulation of a series
of complex unsolved problems and by the emergence of new disputes. The growing
tendency to resort to force~ to interfere in the internal affairs of States and to
divide or redivide the world into spheres of influence, the resort to the policy
of force and domination in international relations, the intensification of the
arms race in quality and in quantity and the building-up of increasingly destructive
arsenals were endangering the very existence of human civilization and emphasized
that resolute action in favour of disarmament and of strengthening the principle
of not resorting to the threat or use of force in international relations should
be taken as a matter of urgency and that the entir~ international community should
participate in it because, given the interdependence of the contemporary world,
any military conflict affected the peace and security of all peoples.

·55. Romania was firmly committed to aiPolicy of peace and co-operation with all
countries of the world and considered that respect for the principle of non-use
of force in all spheres without exception was essential. In view of its opposition
to the use of force and its desire to promote the settlement of disputes solely
by peaceful means ~ Romania supported the adoption of universal treaties and other
mandatory instruments designed to prescribe and strengthen the obligations of
States in those spheres and favoured the conclusion of a universal treaty on the
non-use of force and threat of force which would necessarily be of great
significance as part of the efforts to eliminate and prevent any act of force and
would discourage States from resorting to military action, make attempts to justify
such action much more difficult and create a political climate of disapproval of
such behaviour. At the Madrid meeting on security and co-operation in Europe,
Romania had again advocated the idea of having the participating States conclude a
treaty on non-use of force and threat" of force.

56. In the opinion of his delegation, the Soviet draft contained a number of
important elements. The document of the non-aligned countries was a very useful
contribution to defining the use of force and hence to a more comprehensive ban
on the use and threat of force in relations among States: his delegation
understood and. shared the concern of non-aligned countries, as manifested at the
ministerial meeting at New Delhi, about the growing, tendency towards the use of
:force, which was particularly damaging to small and medium-sized countries. The
document of the :five European ~ountries dealt with both the non-use of force and
the peaceful settlement of disputes.

57. Under General Assembly resolution 35/50, the Committee was to continue its
work with the goal o:f drafting a world treaty or other recommendations on the
subject. In his delegation's view and as indicated in the reply of the Romanian
Government (A/32/l8l/Add.l) and subsequent interventions, an international
instrument on the subject should take into account what the current requirements
of safeguarding peace and security were and should reflect the achievements of
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international law: it should, therefore, reaffirm the imperative nature of the
principle of non-use of force or threat or:' force which, inasmuch as it partook of
,jus cop;ens, could not be derogated from in relations among States, whether by
treaty or custom or otherwise; such an instrument should also contain, inter alia,
the following elements:

(a) A provision to the effect that no political, milit~ or other
consideration could justify the use or threat of force against another State ~

(b) The obligation of all States not to use armed force or other forms of
coercion in any circumstances;

( c) A list, not exhaustive in character, of the material elements
constituting the threat or use of force to be prohibited by the instrument:
occupation of foreign territory by force; acts directed against the unity and
territorial integrity of a State; use of any type of weapons or armed forces
against the territor,y of a State or attacks by the armed forces of a State against
the land, naval or air armed forces of another State ~

(d) An undertaking by all States not to intervene in any way in the domestic
affairs of other States;

(e) The obligation of States possessing nuclear weapons to refrain from
using.or threatening to use them against States not possessing such weapons;

(f) Denial of international recognition of any territorial acquisition'or
special advantages deriving from the threat or use of force or from political,
economic and cultural coercion;

(g) The right of every State to individual and collective self-defen"Ce
against armed attack in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter and the right of
peoples still under coloniai domination or foreign occupation to resort to armed
struggle for national liberation.

58. The document should also contain a general provision reaffirming the obligation
of States to settle their disputes by peaceful means and to refrain from any act
likely to exacerbate the dispute and lead to armed conflict. His delegation
pointed out that some progress had been made. within the Special CoDmdttee on the
Charter of the United Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the
Organization towards drafting a declaration on the peaceful settlement of disputes;
it was convinced that the progress reflected a clearer awareness of the nanger
inherent in the trend towards the use of force and a better understandj~ng of the
interests of international peace and security - which should also be conducive to
progress in the framework of the Special Committee on Enhancing the Effectivenes.!?
of the Principle of ~Jon-Use of Force in International Relations. --.•

59. The third speaker at the 53rd meeting, the representative of Japan, after
recalling that the Constitution of his countr,y explicitly renounced the use or
threat of force as a means of solving any international conflict or dispute,
stressed that the principle of non-use of force was one of the most basic
principles of conduct between States, and that it was incumbent on the

/'international community to explore measures to strengthen it.
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60. The work of the Special Committee had been largely unproductive and there
were well-founded doubts as to whether the drafting of a treaty was the best way
of strengthening the principle. Few constructive results could be expected as
long as the Special Committee conducted its deliberations under a mandate that was
unbalanced as a result of the retention in paragraph 2 of resolution 35/50 of the

. 91ause "the goal of drafting, at the earliest possible date, a world treaty on the
non-use of force in international relations::. Past experience showed that chances
of success in bilateral or multilateral negotiations 1argp.ly depended on how serious
the parties concerned were; thus, when the proponent of a world treaty flagrantly
violated the very rule of international law the effectiveness of which the treaty
was supposed to enhance - and the representative of Japan had in mind the actions
of the Soviet Union in Afghanistan since 1979 - the seriousness of the exercise
had to be questioned. One of the reasons why Member States were cautious in
negotiations on that subject stemmed directly from such inconsistency between words
and deeds. Regretfully, the.. international community had witnessed in the past year
in different parts of the world further breaches of the principle of non-use of
force.

'61. His Government had, on various occasions, stressed the need and the
usefulness of strengthening the role of the United Nations in the peaceful
settlement of disputes, on the ground that the principle of non-use of force would
automatically be respected if parties to a dispute were determined to settle it by
pe:aceful means, Inthout resorting to the use of force. It was essential,
therefore, that the deliberations of the Special Committee be devoted to the
questions of the peaceful settlement of disputes and the strengthening of the
peace-keeping role of the United Nations through the Security Council, the General
Assembly and the Secretary-General.

62. With reference to the three working papers before the Committee, his
Government could not support the draft treaty for a number of reasons, some of
which he had just explained. The lo1orking paper of the five European Community
members reflected a reasonable approach and provided a good basis for the
deliberations of the Committee. As for the working paper of the non-aligned
States, it contained a number of important ideas and was presented in a fairly
comprehensive manner but also raised some serious questions.

63. The Japanese delegation supported the organization of work whereby the working
paper of the non-aligned States would be examined by the Working Group after the
general debate in the plenary. In deciding on further work, particularly within
the Horking Group, account should be taken of the suggestions and ideas which would
be made during the general debate.

64. The fourth speaker at the 53rd meeting, the representative of Hungary,
reaffirmed his delegation's conviction that the successful fulfilment of its task
by the Special Committee could have a most positive impact on the further
development of international relations. .

65. He welcomed and supported the initiative of the Soviet Union to elaborate a
world treaty on the prohibition of the use of force in international relations, the
conclusion of which would be in the best interest of all States regardless of the
size of their territory or population, regardless of whether or not they
possessed nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. The significance
of and the necessity for such a new international legal instrument had been
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especially underlined by recent developments in the international situa.tion, when
the policy of detente had been put to a serious test due to the increased activity
of the extremist circles of imperialism.

66. He believed that it was high time indeed to act in a purposeful and
businesslike manner to accomplish the challenging task entrusted to the Special
Committee. His delegation maintained its position that the draft treaty submitted
by the USSR constituted a sound basis for working out a legal instrument on the
sUbject-matter. In addition to the world treaty, there were now a number of other
documents and working papers before the Committee which also contained useful
elements from the point of view of furthering its work. The Hungarian delegation
highly appreciated~ in particular, the contribution made during the last session
by a group of non-aligned countries. Their most valuable working paper made it
clear that the Committee should concentrate on the elaboration of an international
legal instrument. The fact that the paper contained numerous elements ccmmon to
those of the Soviet draft treaty should not be overlooked.

67. In the course of the current general debate, the arguments against the idea of
a world treaty had once again been heard. It could only be pointed out that such
arguments, hOl'1ever well-orchestrated, totally disregarded the practice of 35 years
followed by the United ~ations and its numerous organs under Article 13 of the
Charter in the field of the progressive development and codification of
international law.

68. It· was especially a matter for regret when those arguments were accompanied
by al1~gations in order to divert the attention of the Committee from the course
of constructive discussions. The irrelevant references made to certain years in
order to label events, belonged to the obsolete rhetorical arsenal of the C04d
war resorted to by those \1'ho had never hesitated to exert pressure and use force
on others whenever their selfish interests required it. •

69. The first speaker at the 54th meeting, the representative of Bulgaria,
reaffirmed his delegation's firm support for the idea of drafting a world treaty
on the non-use of force in international relations as submitted by the USSR,
which was in complete accordance with both the theory and practice of Bulgarian
foreign policy. .

70. Twenty-five years ago Bulgaria had adopted spacial legislation to safeguard
peace and ban the activities of individuals, groups and organizations aimed at
propagating or provoking war. The Bulgarian Government had exerted systematic
efforts designed to enhance further the principle of non-use of force in its
bilateral relations, particularly through the conclusion of treaties and other
international instruments. Together with other sociali~t countries - states Parties
to the Warsaw Treaty - Bulgaria had been striving to reaffirm, in the context of
multilateral relations, that and other norms of jus cogens in modern international
law. In the view of his delegation, the efforts exerted by the socialist countries
in a multilateral context had never run counter to or interfered with the supremacy
of the norms enshrined in the Charter. On the contrary, they had further~

strengthened it without modifying its concepts of a global collective security
system.

71. His delegation reiterated also its conviction that the objections raised
against the idea of drafting a world treaty on the non-use of force in international
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relations were both futile and prejudicial in nature. With reference to the remarks
about the deterioration of the political climate in the world, he held the view
that one could hardly conceive a better and more compelling argument in favour of
the conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force. Recent attempts to
undermine and deny the inalienable right of peoples to self-determination by pinning
the label of "international terrorism:: on their legitimate struggle for national
liberation, independence and social progress, to intensify the arms race and to
hinder international co-operation in fields of vital importance, were indicative
of the efforts undertaken by the opponents of detente to achieve a turn-about in
the foreign policy of certain Governments in order to bring about a tilt toward
the so-called ;:policy from a position of strength" and a revival of the cold-war
spirit.

72. In the view of the Bulgarian delegation, the main positive trends in the
deliberations of the Committee had already been amply substantiated in the
proposals submitted thus far. The Committee had reached the stage where it could
look for common ground in order to start a more concrete phase in its work. A
comparative table of a technical nature comprising the components of proposals
submitted would be very helpful. Although fully aware of the heterogeneous
nature of the proposals put forward, his delegation was of the opinion that such
a comparative table would be of great help in the process of identifying the points
and issues of common interest. It would, no doubt, facilitate discussion in the
.Committee and consideration of the pending proposals, especially the Soviet
'Union's draft which would be the best basis for the fulfilment of the Committee's
mandate. The representative of Bulgaria emphasized his delegation's
appreciation of the highly commendable initiative undertaken by a group of
non-aligned countries outlining certain outstanding aspects of the task facing the
Committee.

73. The second speaker at the 54th meeting, the observer for Viet l'Tam, after
drawing attention to the provisions of General Assembly resolution 35/50,
paragraph 2, emphasized that the establishment of the Special Committee responded
to the legitimate and pressing aspirations of the international community and that
the drafting of the proposed world treaty met an urgent need of the peoples of
the world, as was borne out by the enthusiastic welcome given to the initiative
of the Soviet Union by the overwhelmipg majority of the members pf the
international community, particularly at the fifth and sixth summit conferences of
the movement of non-aligned countries. His delegation had repeatedly expressed
its support for that initiative, since it considered that the conclusion of an
international treaty on the non-use of ·force in international relations would help
improve the international climate and consolidate peace and international security.

74. Although clearly enunciated in the Charter, the principle of the non-use of
force had been violated on several occasions, partiCUlarly on the part of the
founder countries of the Organization and permanent members of the Security
Council, which had waged'wars of aggression against Viet Nam and other
Indo-Chinese countries and dozens of others against the peoples of Asia, Africa
and Latin America. In the light of that situation, the delegation of Viet Nam
could not but approve of the views of the overwhelming majority of the international
community in favour of measures to strengthen the effectiveness of the principle
of the non-use of force in international relations and to draft a treaty at the
earliest opportunity.
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75. It was regrettable that certain delegations were opposed at all costs to such
a treaty, on the grounds that such an instrument would be useless and dangerous.
No doubt they ''lOuld find it so, since they hoped to remain free to work, in concert
with their allies, tmlards stepping up the arms race, deployin~ a new weapons
system in Europe, constructing and expanding bases in the regions of the Indian
Ocean, the Persian Gulf and the Middle ":l:a~t, incrE"asing military assistance to
reactionary regimes which opposed the struggJ e of peoples, sabotaging detente,
creating a col~~lar climate and reaching an understanding with reactionar,y circles
in Peking at a time when the latter were continuing to threaten to t;teach Viet Ham
a second lesson:. The specious arguments involt.ed against the proposed treaty did
little to hide the dark designs of those vTho advanced them.

76. In the vie,.,. of the delegation of Viet Nam, the main cause for the illegal use
of force lay in the policy of the warlike forces of colonialism, imperialism and
international reaction, and the problem at hand ,.,.as to determine what action was
needed in order to strengthen effective respect for the principle of non-use of
force in international relations. The Vietnamese people, who had fallen victim
during the past 35 years to a series of protracted wars of aggression, felt
themselves well-qualified to bear ,dtness to the non-observance of the principle of
non-use of force, as enunciated in the Charter, and to the urgent .need for the
community of States to strengthen their effectiveness through the establishment of
legal machinery which might effectivelY support the struggle of peoples for
self-determination against the bellicose forces of colonialism, imperialism and
international reaction and against the policy of aggression, domination and
exploitation of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America. The Socialist
Republic of Viet :Ham practised a foreign policy of peace, friendship and
international co-operation. It considered that, should the proposed 1'lOrld treaty
on the non-use of force take effect, it would provide a favourable framework for
the promotion of friendly relations and good neighbourliness and for the mainiienance
of international peace and security.

77. The third speaker at the 54th meeting, the representative of Finland, pointed
out that the position of his Government on the question of non-use of force in
international relations had been expressed in several interventions in the previous
debates in the Special Committee as well as in the Sixth Committee, most recently
during the thirty-fifth session of the General AssemblY. He did not therefore
feel it necessar,y to explain it in any greater 4etail.

78. Finland had a fUndamental interest in the creation of a more rational world
order ,.,.hich ''lOuld exclude, in accordance with the Charter, the threat or use of
force as a means of policy of any country and it had consistentlY supported all
efforts to eliminate tlie threat or use of force in international relations and
promoted the peaceful settlement of disputes.

79. He held the view that the current global situation was precarious. Patterns
of peaceful co-operation 'had eroded. JIhe use of force between nations as well as
within them had been on the increase. Recent events could not but heighten world
apprehens ion in that regard. Developments during recent years had, in fact, amplY
demonstrated the need to do everything that could be done in order to strengthen
respect for the principle of non-use of force and its application in practice.

80. In the opinion of the Finnish delegation, the debate in the Committee had so
far been a dialogue between two basic approaches, one aiming at the strengthening
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of the principle by means of a treaty, the other emphasizing the elaboration of
various peaceful't-rays of settling international disputes 'without recourse to the
use of force. .

81. The United ~Tations was the principal instrument available to the international
community for the maintenance of international peace and security. It 't-Tas the only
universal forum where the nations of the 'tforld could unite their efforts for that
purpose. ~e Charter of the United ~Tations was not only the expression of the
aspirations of the international community, it was a legally accepted, binding
document through which nations - big and small - had accepted a code of conduct
for relations among themselves.

82. The hard realities of the current international situation showed, however,
that new efforts had to be made in order to enhance the principle of non-use of
force. The debates in the Committee had sholm the complexity of the task embodied
in its mandate.

83. It was the vie't'1 of his delegation that differences concerning the form of an
acceptable international instrument should not block the substantive work in the
Committee, which should pursue its task, keeping in mind its very purpose. The
various working papers submitted to it constituted a good basis for further
consideration.
,

84. There were various ways and means to't-Tards a more peaceful world order. The
emergence of disputes which might endanger the peaceful conduct of international
relations should be prevented. While promoting development and strengthening of
t;he mechanisms of peaceful settlement of disputes, no effort should be spared to
deal with the underlying causes of such disputes.

85. The fourth speaker at the 54th meeting, the representative of Brazil, pointed
out that Kelsen I s assertion that what became binding in a norm of international law
was not the logical truth contained in that norm but its politically preferable
meaning offered much food for thOUght when examined in relation to Article 2,
paragraph 4, of the Charter.

86. If the political interpretation Of the rule on the non-use Qf force could be
so flexible as to m&te some States feel authorized to resort to armed force in their
relations, it could be asked what the meaning of that rule was. The matter was
still more complicated if account was taken of the fact that the Charter itself
permitted the use of force in specific situations such as those referred to in
Article 51, which dealt with individual or collective self-defence, and in
Chapter VII, according to which the use of force was conditional upon a decision
taken by the Security Council.

87. General Assembly resolution 290 (IV), entitled IIEssentials of peacet:, adopted
on 1 December 1949, seemed to have been the first attempt after San Francisco to
tackle the subject of the non-use of force. According to its provisions, the
Members of the United Nations were not only called upon to refrain from the use of
force but also to refrain from any acts, direct or indirect, aimed at impairing the
freedom, independence or integrity of any State or at fomenting civil strife and
subverting the lTill of the people in any State. The subsequent adoption of the
Definition of Aggression (resolution 3314 (XXIX), annex), in 1974, and of the
Declaration on the Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
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and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United lITations(resolution 2625 (XXV» in 1970, were, among others, good examples of the work ofthe Assembly on the matter.

88. However, compliance with the principle of the non-use of force still seemedto be subject to uhat lCelsen called the politically preferable meaning.

89. His delegation thought that the absence of a specific treaty on the non-useof force did not in any wa:y wealten the clear and strong obligation to which allMember States of the United Nations were committed under Article 2, paragraph 4, ofthe Charter. On the other hand, the existence of a specific rule on the non-use offorce did not necessarily mean that any attempt to improve and develop internationallaw in relation to that rule was unwise or useless.

90. His country believed that the Special Committee should make 9.11 in-depthexamination of all existing legal instruments which referred to the non-use offorce. It might also study the relationship between the various principlesembodied in the Declaration on the Principles of International I,aw concerningFriendly Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter ofthe United Nations.

91. His delegation was of the view that, in the course of the last few yearsvaluable worldng papers had been circulated on the matter, and it attachedparticldar importance to the working paper sponsored by a number of non-alignedcountries; the Committee had taken a positive decision at the beginning of thecurrent session to begin discussions in its tvorking Group by an analysis of thatpaper (see para. 9 above). One of the merits of that paper was its intermediarylevel between the position of those who proposed the drafting of a treaty on thenon-use of force and those who did not accept any instrument at all on the matter,regardless of its nature. Moreover, it touched on a fundamental question whichcould not be disregarded, namely, the definition of Hforce!1.~e Charter of theUnited Nations referred, in different Articles, to concepts closely interlinked,the study of which could significantly contribute to the development ofinternational la~.,. The concept of force and its relationship with other cpncepts,such as, for instance, armed force, aggression, acts of aggression and threats topeace, required further study.

92. l'lith reference to the method of worlt of the Commi;ttee, his delegation fullysupported the Iraqi proposal that the question of whether or not to have a treatyon the non-use of force should be left for a future stage. III

93. His delegation did not intend to touch on all aspects. and implications of thesubject, but it 'vas convinced that until a substantive study of the matter wascarried out by the Committee no decision on the nature of the in~trument to beprepared should be taken. The Secretariat could provide the ComDdttee with acomprehensive paper on all existing instruments that embodied accepte~ principleson the non-use of force in order to facilitate its work. '.

94. The fifth speaker at the 54th meeting, the representative of Italy, said thatthe Special Committee had, at its three previous sessions, encountered a great

III Official Records of the General Assembly? Thirty-fifth Session, SupplementNo. 41(A/35/41), para. 122.
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number of difficulties which still had to be overcome and was still far from the
completion of it~ vTOrk, since basic differences persisted about the goals to be
attained. That the discussion of "the issues at stake was being pursued, however,
testified to the general awareness of the importance of those issues and to the
willingness of States to explore all possible w~s to achieve progress.

95. The general debate which the Committee had decided to hold had to be carried
out against the background of the world situation in relation to the observance
of the principle of non-use of force, and that situation was far from satisfactory:
events in the past year showed that States resorted too often to force in a w~
contrary to the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, a
state of affairs 't'Thich was a source of deep concern to all tho~e who aimed at
preserving peace and strictly abided by the principles of the Charter. Italy,
whose Constitution had repudiated, once and for all, resort to aggression, could
not but voice its alarm at violations of the prohibition of resorting to force,'
which were particularly deplorable when committed by a big Power having special
responsibilities for the maintenance of international peace and security and
persevered in~ notwithstanding a clear condemnation by the international community
represented in the United Nations. Italy was gravely concerned at the continued
presence of Soviet troops in Afghanistan, which had been clearly and repeatedly
condemned by the overwhelming majority of the Members of the United Nations
represented in the General Assembly. The same applied to the continued presence of
foreign troops in Kampuchea, again in disregard of urgent withdrawal appeals. It
was particularly disquieting to note that the country involved in illegal resort to
force in Afghanistan was the very sponsor of the initiative which had resulted in
the creation of the Special Committee. The Italian Government maintained that the
search for a political solution of the Afghanistan crisis demanded, on a priority
basis, the withdrawal of the Soviet troops.

96. Italy remained firmly committed to the cause of friendly relations among
nations as well as to strict compliance with the principle of the prohibition of
the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any State and with the principle of peaceful settlement of
international disputes. Those principles were enshrined in the Charter, and ther'e
was no need to rephrase, restate, elaborate or adapt them within the framework of
a new treaty 't·Th.ich would either be redUJ;ldant or, if different from.the Charter,
would result in confusion and doubts about the persistent validity of the
principles in question. In the light of the above, Italy r'emained of the view that
a treaty such as that proposed by the Soviet Union would be inopportune and
highly dangerous.

97. The Italian delegation was gratified at the ~fforts of many countries,
especially the non-aligned, to find a method of work which would enable the
Committee to accomplish a useful task. It recognized that resolution 35/50 had,
in comparison with previous resolutions on the same subject, the merit of
broadening the mand~te of the Special Committee and attempting to avoid excessive
emphasis on the drafting of a treaty •. It regretted, however, that the draft
resolution should have been pushed to an early vote in the Sixth Committee, which
had prevented further negotiations and resulted in many delegations being forced
to cast a negative vote.

.
98. In order to arrive at a method of work which would produce worth-while and
practical results, the Committee should take as a point of departure the fact that
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12/ Ibid., Thirty-fourth Session? Supplement No. 41 (A/34(4l and Corr.l),para. 150.

no State challenged the validity of the principles of non-use of force and peacefulsettlement of international disputes as spelled out in Article 2, paragraphs 3 and4, of the Charter, nor the validity of the Charter provisions relating tocollective security, including, in particular, Article 51, nor the responsibilitiesof United Nations organs - specifically the Security Council - in that context.Moreover, those States which violated those principles or other rules of theCharter alw~s tried to justify their conduct by referring to exceptions containedin the Charter itself. It was therefore out of the question to alter the Charterprovisions on the crucial issues of non-use of force and peaceful settlement ofdisputes. In the light, however, of the Brewing tendency to view the existingmachine1'Y as too often ineffective - a i-endency which had manifested itself duringthe last two sessions of the Special Committee on the Charter of the United Nationsand on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization - there was a need togather together all the ideas on the subject relevant to the mandate expressed bothin that Committee and in the Special Committee on Enhancing the Effectiveness ofthe Principle of Non-Use of Force in International Relations and see 1'1hat concretesteps might be taken to enhance the principle of non-use of force in internationalrelations. Italy had co-sponsored one of the documents before the Committee andconsidered it as one possible basis for undertaking useful work. Interestingproposals had also been put forward by the delegations of Egypt and Mexico, 12/ aswell as by a group of 10 non-aligned members of the Committee. The Egyptian:Mexican proposal, in particular, drew attention to the usefulness of studying theinterrelations of the various principles analysed in the Declaration on Principlesof International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States inaccordance ,nth the Charter of the United Nations, an avenue which deserved to beexplored together ,.Tith others such as those implicit in the document of thenon-aligned countries. Furthermore, instances of resort to force should beexamined seriously, together with the causes behind them.

99. A list of issues should be drafted by the Committee itself (possibly in theWorking Group), and each issue should then be discussed in a sequence respecting theequal importance of the two main aspe.cts of the Committee's mandate - namely, theprinciple of non-use of force and that of peaceful settlement of internationaldisputes - and the interrelatedness of different issues. That t in hisdelegation's view, was the only wise course of action if the Committee was not tocontinue wasting its time in a useless confrontation between the supporters of atreaty and those opposed to it and in an exercise of more propaganda.

100. The sixth speak~r at the 54th meeting, the representative of Greece, saidthat the question of the non-use of force ''1as particularly dear to his country,which followed a foreign policy entirely founded on the principles of the Charterof the United Nations that banned the threat or use of force, and which haddemonstrated that it was firmly wedded to "That constituted the basis forinternational peace and justice by proposing recently - an example that all other'countries should follow - that a dispute with a neighbouring country should beplaced before the International Court of Justice, whose competence andimpartiality were the best guarantee of an equitable solution.

101. No doubt all countries proclaimed their support for the principles of theCharter, which, in the case of the European countries, had been solemnly reaffirmed

,
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in the Final Act of Helsinki, but the use of force had none the less become
increasingly frequent. The history of the past 35 years'was full of examples of
armed intervention; .the territory of certain States continued to be ful.ly or largely
occupied by foreign troops, despite the repeated resolutions of the competent
United Nations bodies calling for the withdrawal of those troops. The most recent
example was that of Afghanistan, whose very existence as a truly independent and
non-aligned country was threatened, while other threats occurred else~o1here,

contributing to the creation of a climate of growing distrust and insecurity.

102. It was therefore more urgent and indispensable than ever to reiterate as
vigorously as possible the obligation of all States to respect unreservedly the
principle of the non-use of force, and Greece was therefore 9pen to any constructive
proposal to that end. The working paper submitted by the non-aligned countries
contained several constructive elements, particularly principles 7 and 11, which
might serve as a basis for discussion. It was also indispensable to provide
effective procedures for the peaceful settlement of disputes and, to that end, his
delegation had proposed 13/ that States should be required to settle through
arbitration or judicial means any dispute which they were unable to settle by
mutual agreement w'ithin a reasoml.ble period, which would represent considerable
progress, since leaving States free to refuse to submit their disputes to judicial
procedure obviously favoured the most powerful. to the detriment of the weakest and
led to a hidden but very effective form of abuse of force in international
;relations. Lastly, ~dth regard to the form that such a solemn reaffirmation of the
principle of the non-use of force should take, it would doubtless be premature to
decide that matter at the current stage.

103. The seventh speaker at the 54th meeting, the representative of Argentina,
pointed out that the Covenant of the League of Na.tions had embodied an earlier
prohibition of resort to war and that prohibition had been reiterated in a much more
elaborate form in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations,
with its logical corollary, paragraph 3 of the same Article. It had to be pointed
out, however, that no prohibition was self-executing unless it was backed up by the
will of the States to which it was directed. The member States of the international
community understood the letter and spirit of the basic postulates, which were
generally accepted but which had not been effective enough in practice to bring
about the elimination of the threat o~ use of force and their replacement by the
system of international peace and security enunciated as one of the paramount
purposes of the United Nations in Article 1 of the Charter.

loll.. Her delegation was deeply disappointed to realize that the Special Committee
was beginning its fourth session with no hope of achieving results of any kind.
It would be an illusion, moreover, to believe that an international instrument,
Whatever its nature, could produce any worth··while result without sincere
co-operation from the great Powers. She emphasized .the fact that earlier
resolutions - General Assembly resolutions 2131 (XX) of 21 December 1965, containing
the Declaration .on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic Affairs of
States and the Protection of Their Indeper1dence and Sovereignty; 2160 (XXI) of _
30 November 1966 on strict observance of the prohibition of the threat or use of
force in international relations; 2627 (XXV) and 2734 (XXV), of 24 October and

.
13/ Ibid., Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 33 (A/35/33), para. 155.
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16 December 1970 respectively, the former concerning the twenty-fifth anniversary
of the Organization and the latter the Declaration on the Strengthening of
International Security; 2936 (XXVII) of 29 November 1972, by which States Members
renounced the use or threat of force in all its forms and manifestations in
international relations, the use of nuclear weapons was permanently prohibited and
the Security Council was recommended to take appropriate measures for the full
implementation of the declaration; 3314 (XXIX) of 14 December 1974, containing the
Definition of Aggression; and 33/74 of 15 December 1978 on non-interference in the
internal affairs of States - had had no practical effect at all. None of those
resolutions had produced the desired result. Her delegation was greatly
disquited by the erosion in the Organization f S credibility, wh.ich could result from
the drafting of abortive decisions. Moreover, the terminology used in the
resolutions she had mentioned was becoming gradually weaker.

105. Her delegation believed that it was essential not to be cowed by difficulties
and that the peaceful settlement of problems was a categorical imperative to
which States should solemnly pledge themselves. '!he Committee could provide the
opportunity to analyse aspects covered by the legislation in the Charter but not
fully applied. lITevertheless, without political will, the road was going to be a
difficult one.

106. '!he first speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Mexico, said that
there was not yet even a minimum agreement of general understanding in the Committee
which mght serve as a basis and guideline for the deliberations. The Committee
had before it three specific proposals and various diverse and contradictory .
opinions on what to do with them.

107. Apart from the individual positions of each State, virtually all seemed to
agree that the recent deterioration in the international political situation was
tending to become even worse.

108. '!he principle of non-use of force 1-TaS one of the corner-stones on which the
entire United rTations system rested. However, that principle was not only a
limitation on the activity of the State or on sovereignty, as had been affirmed by
some; it also conferred on certain competent organs of the United Nations powers
of evaluation and decision-making and at the same time the necessary coercive
authority.

109. '!he community of nations was.=xperiencing situations in which there was open
aggression, the use of military force and violation of the rights of peoples,
which varied in character and intensity for a multiplicity of social, economic
and political reasons. All that was owing not to the lack of an international
legal norm but to its violation and the lack of political will on the part of
States to ensure respect for the integrity and rights of peoples, the peaceful
settlement of disputes and the other purposes and principles proclaimed in the
Charter.

110. He underscored the need to define the methods of work of the Committee. The
limits of the effectiveness of the United Nations to oppose the use of force had
been determined by the progress made on fundamental issues such as disarmament and
security. Mexico was in favour of the formulation of a convention on the non-use
of force in international relations provided that it covered the various moda1ities
concerning the use of force, represented a progressive development of international
law and did not weaken, far less conflict with, the provisions of the Charter of
the United Nations.
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111. Neither the draft treaty proposed by the Soviet UniQn ~ nor the draft submitted
by a group of "lestern countries, nor the document submitted by the non-aligned
countries was acceptable to his 'country in its present form, even though all
contained valuable elements and constituted a preliminary basis for carrying out the
Committee's mandate.

112. l-lith respect to the Committee's mandate ~ his delegation believed that at the
current session the Committee could dra~'1 up two draft documents: one for a
political declaration and the other for a legal codification.

113. To avoid the pitfall of sterile discussions on what was political and what
was legal, it could take the practical course of establishing two subsidiary working
groups of five members each, representing the five standard groupings ~ namely, Asia,.
the West, Africa, Eastern Europe and Latin America. One subsidiary group would
work on the prepEiration of. a document that ~ using the statements in the general
debate as a basis, ~'1ould reflect the main points of convergence and divergence in
an updated account of the international situation. The other subsidiary group
lTould prepare a comparative table of the three drafts submitted so far, together
with other elements provided by delegations that might be useful in the
formulation of a joint draft. Both documents ~ in their first draft ~ could be
submitted towards the middle of the session for discussion and, if needed, for
reformulation. His delegation believed that, in any event, such a move might help
to open up and eliminate the impasse in the work of the Committee. Those legal and
political documents would be incorporated in the report of the Committee to the
General Assembly.

114. The second speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Ecuador~ said
that the principle of non-use of force in international relations was not only
the reason for the existence of the Committee and the United Nations ~ but also
proof of the importance of international 1a~'1 itself and of the civilized attitUde
of mankind towards the peaceful and institutional coexistence of peoples.

115. However, the deterioration in the world situation and the growing scepticism
of individuals ~v1ho viewed that situation with anxiety required something more than
mere declarations or reitefations from the international bodies which mankind had
established to solve prob1\?ms and not .to ponder, tolerate or ignore them.

116. The best way of improving the effectiveness of the principle was~ therefore,
not a simple declaration but the establishment of effective, suitable, universal
and inviolable machinery for the peaceful settlement of international disputes.
Failing that, it would be impossible to prevent aggression instigated by territorial
expansionist ~reed or other motives.

117. To commit aggression was not only to be guilty of a crime but was to turn back
the clock of history, and. was an absurdity in terms of squandering the resources
which, by right,· should be used to promote social justice and the well-being of
the masses.

118. Recalling the provisions of the Ke1logg-Briand Peace Pact of 1928 (Pact of
Paris), 14/ the Anti-War Treaty of !lIon-Aggression and Conciliation, signed at

14/ Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United States of
America, 1776-1949, vol. 2, pp. 732-735.
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Rio de Janeiro in 1933 t 15/ tl1e Declaration of Principles of Inter-American
Solidarity and Co--operation t adopted by the Inter-American Conference for the
Maintenance of Peace at Buenos Aires in 1936~ 16/ and the instrument adopted by the
Eighth International Conference of American States at Lima in December 1938, 17/
he concluded that from the time of the Pact of Paris until the Charter of the
United Nations ~ through the macabre years of maj or and minor wars, which had also
hampered fulfilment of the universal duty of promoting development and coexistence,
progl'ess had been made in the matter of concepts and declarations if not also in
the machinery of enforcement and implementation. Citing Article 2, paragraphs 3
and 4, of the Charter of the United ~Tations and chapter VI and articles 20 and 21
of the Charter of the Organization of American States, he emphasized that the use
of force was the factor radical;J vitiating consent in the drafting of treaties,
which, ,because they were imposed, lacked the support of popular opinion which was
vital for their effectiveness.

119. The representative of Ecuador added that General Assembly resolution
3314 (XXIX) in ''1hich aggression was defined, had very clearly established that the
non-use of force implied the prohibition of all forms of intervention and aggression
therein defined, including concepts such as the maxim that aggression gives rise to
international responsibility and that no territorial acquisition or special
advantage reSUlting from aggression is or shall be recognized as la,-rful. It also
implied compliance 'dth the principles and the resolutions based thereon, namely,
General Assembly resolutions 2625 (XXV) and 2734 (XXV) containing the Declaration
on Pr:t'nciples of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the
Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security.

120. It was incumbent on the Committee to respond to the human aspiration that the
use of force in international relations should be effectively prohibited under
international la"1 ~ without duplicating actions in other forums such as the Special
Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the Strengthening of the
Role of the Organization. The prohibition of the use of force was correlative
with the peaceful settlement of disputes; hence the urgency of establishing real
machinery for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

121. His delegation advocated that progress should be made in the work of studying
and consolidating the documents prepared by various groups of countries, with a
view to arriving at a joint formulation, always bearing in mind the need for
machinery for the peaceful settlement of disputes which constituted the real
solution to the problem.

122. His delegation agreed that, as a matter of urgency, the legal obligation set
forth in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter should effectively contribute to

, furthering the expectations raised at San Francisco and the close relationship n°.>
between the principle of non-use of force, the peaceful settlement of disputes and
the system of collective security, and that the political will of State.s to honour
the obligations 01' the Charter was necessary.

15/ League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. CLXIII, No. 3781, p. 393.

16/ International Conferences of American States, First Supplement 1933-1940.
(Washington, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 1940), p. 160.

17/ Ibid., p. 309.
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123. What distressed the countries victims of aggression or of violations of the
Charter was th.e lack of a system for, and the failure to' implement, the peaceful
settlement of disputes and collective security. The international system must
provide those countries with guarantees for their peaceful development and for
ensuring the maintenance of their territori&.l integrity under a de jure system.

124. The third speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Poland, expressed
his delegation's strong beliaf that in the contemporary world there was no
conflict that could not and should not be resolved through peaceful means. The
consistent position of Poland in that respect had been reflected in the declaration
of the States Parties to the l'1arsaw Treaty adopted at the meeting of the Political
Consultative Committee at Uarsaw in May 1980 (A/35/237-S/l39.48, annex II), Which,
inter alia, emphasized that those States consistently favoured the just and lasting
peaceful settlement of conflicts, in whatever part of the world th~y might arise.
There were no problems, global or regional, that they would consider impossible to
solve by political methods'. Such a solution required strict respect for the
sovereign rights and independence of all States and total renunciation of
interference in their internal affairs, of the use of force or the threat of force
against them.

125. Referring specifically to the subject before the Committee, the representative
of Poland emphasized that the initiative of the Soviet Union concerning the
conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international relations
vould be an important instrument strengthening the very backbone of the United
Nations - the principles provided for in the Charter, shaping international
relations, facilitating solutions to conflicts and bettering the international
atmosphere. Drafting and concluding a ~vorld treaty on the non-use of force would be
a further milestone reached in the process of building a peaceful structure of
world relations and in the progressive development of international la~.,.

126. H~s delegation's position derived from the basic principles of the foreign
policy of Poland, a country that was a faithful friend and ally of the Soviet Union,
a strong component of the commonwealth of socialist States and a staunch member of
their defensive alliance - the l-larsaw Treaty~ a country unfailingly committed to
peace and co-operation, engaged actively in the strengthening of international
security and vigorously contributing ~o the policy of detente.

127. A consideration of the international situation in regard to the relations
between States showed the timeliness of the mandate given to the Special Committee
by the General Assembly and emphasized the importance of the principle under
consideration to future international relations.'

128. He pointed out that the principle of non-use of force was a well-established
and universally recognized principle of international law. Its history could be
traced to the Covenant of the League of Nations, which prohibited the use of force,
and the Kellogg-.Briand Pact of 1928. The principle was finally enshrined in
Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United Nations in 1945, by which time
it had become a peremptory norm of international law. Since that time, the
principle has been reaffirmed in ma.ny international instruments adopted by the
United Nations. In that connexion, mention might be made of the Declaration on
principles of international law concerning friendly.relations adopted in 1970
(General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV». The principle was also embodied in the
Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security (resolution 2734 (XXV»,
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also adopted in 1970, and in resolution 3314 (XXIX) containing the Definition of
Aggression. Mention might further be made of resolution 2936 (XXVII), adopted in
1972, on the non-use of force in international relations. European States had
repeatedly advocated strict observance of the principle of non-use of force in
their mutual relations, thus the States participating in the Conference on Security
and Co-operation in Europe declared in the Final Act of Helsinki their intention
to conduct their relations with all States, inter alia, in accordance with that
principle. -----

129. He observed that, in accordance with the mandatory provision as contained in
Article 2, paragraph 3, of the Charter, all Members should settle their
international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace
and security, and justice were not endangered. It was also the prohibitory
injunction as contained in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter that all Members
should refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in
any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. Therefore,
there was no doubt that within the system of the Charter and contemporary
international law the principle of non-use of force in international relations
occupied a central place. Unfortunately, history past and present had witnessed
many instances of aggression and resort to force.

130. He wen"1; on to say that, although the principle was universally accepted and
constituted a principle of jus cogens, it had not been sufficiently effective in
practice to remove the threat or use of force or to replace them by the system of
international peace and security which 't-Tas the primary objective of the United
Nations. It had been violated time and again with impunity despite the prohibitory
injunction against the use of force. That is why the urgent need emerged to
establish effective measures aiming at the universal application of the prehibition
of the resort to force as well as to strengthen, harmonize and codify international
law in that area.

131. He expressed the belief of his delegation that the best 'WS¥ to enhance the.
effectiveness of the principle was to adopt a legal instrument which was binding
upon all States. Therefore, he supported the drafting of a world treaty on the
non-use of force in international relations. Such a treaty would be an effective
juridical instrument which would encourage States to co-operate more closely in
maintaining peace. It would also contribute'· signifieantly to the process of
detente and 'tfould build up confidence in the international community.

132.' The drafting of a world treaty on the non-use of force served to highlight
in a more pronounced and defined ws¥ the inherent obligation contained in tbe
Charter for the strict observance of that fundamental principle and to enhance its
effectiveness.

133. l-lith respect to the argument that there was no need for such a treaty and that
its elaboration 'tmuld be a futile and meaningless exercise since the principle of
non-use of force was already set out in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter, his
delegation asIted 't'1'hy, since 1945, it had been felt neceesary to reiterate and
reaffirm the principle in several legal global as well as regional instruments and
why it had been felt necessary for the European States participating in the
Helsinki Conference to declare in the Final Act their determination to conduct
their relations with all States in accordance with the principle of non-use of
force.
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139. At the last session, a group of non·"aligned countries had submitted a document
which had not yet been fully discussed and, in her opinion, was highly important.
She supported the organization of work that had been adopted (see para. 9 above)
which would enable that document to be taken up immediately so that it could be
enhanced by various contributions) especially the USSR draft with which it had
much in common.

134. His delegation believed that the elaboration of the. treaty would be useful
since its objective was not onq to reaffirm and reiterate the principle of
non-use of force but also to ensure its universal and effective application.

136. The international scene offered many cases of the use or threat of force) both
directly and indirectly, in international relations, such as the support given to
totally unpopular regimes which daily murdered hundreds of men) women and children
in a stubborn desire to stay in power, the assistance provided to terrorist groups
and the financing of merc~naries who attacked Governments elected by the will of
their peoples, and the efforts to destabilize small countries desperately fighting
to overcome under-development.

140. Her delegation wished to stress that the legal instrument to be drawn up should
include economic and political coercion among the cases of the use of force. The
document should also clearly specif,y the cases, such as self-defence, in which it
was lawful to use force; the document could not prejudice the right of peoples to
struggle for their national liberation.

135. The fourth speaker at the 55th meetinlh the representative of Cuba, said that
no session of the Committee had been held in such a difficult international
situation as the current one. Tensions had become so acute that it was possible to
fear a new international conflagration with the horrif,ying prospect of a
thermonuclear conflict.

138. In her opinion, although the Special Committee had made little headway in its
work in previous years, it was now in a position to move ahead. At the same time,
various documents had been submitted, some of which - or possibly the consolidation
of two or more - could form the basis for drafting an international treaty on the
subject.

137. In that international context, the principle of the non-use of force in
international relations must be made more effective, and that could only be done
by means of a mandatory legal instrument. That would be the only effective
deterrent to violations of a principle accepted by the international community but
,constantly breached in practice in Latin America, Africa and the Middle East.
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142. The question therefore arose as to whether the treaty proposed by the SovietUnion would eliminate such blatant uses of force. The conduct of the main advocateof such a treaty did nothing to inspire confidence in the success of such anendeavour since the Soviet Union was guilty of flagrant violations of the veryspirit of the treaty it advocated. Moreover, Belgium had serious reservations aboutspecific aspects of the proposed text, in particular article Ill, which seemed tosuggest that the principles embodied in the treaty might a~tof one exception thatwould serve the hegemonist policy of the Soviet Union. The idea of a treaty shouldbe discarded from the legal standpoint too, since the principle of non-use· of forcewas set forth in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter, its scope was spelt out inthe Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations andCo-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and itwas reaffirmed in the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security,in resolution 3314 (XXIX) containing the Definition of Aggression and in the FinalAct of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. Moreover, thoseinstruments all went beyond the principle itself and dealt with the broader aspectsof relations between States. The proposed treaty was therefore superfluous and,what was more serious" dangerous since., even· if it ws to be identical to theCharter, uncertainties would arise should some Members of the United Nations accedeto it and others not; if it was to differ from the Charter, there would be evengreater confusion since no time would be lost in taking advantage of thecontradictions. The preparation of any binding instrument on the subj~ct wouldentail the same danger and it was plain that the real problem did not stem from.lYlYlack of texts defining what the la"r was but rather from the disregard of such"texts.It would be for the 1'1orking Group to take a decision on the Committee's furtherwork during the remainder of the session.

143. Despite his delegation's scepticism with regard to the exercise which the "Cominittee had been carrying out for several years, it recognized that the problemof the use and threat of force remained a major concern in current internationalrelations and viewed a.ny proposa.l aimed at solving the problem to.be 'worthy ofattention. It was prepared to co-operate constructively in any initiative aimed atthrowing light on the subject and had co-spOnsored a working paper which it

141~ The fifth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Belgium, afterhaving expressed the view that the Special Committee did not seem to have apromising future, observed that the increased use of force in international lifecast doubts on the sincerity of those who advocated the preparation of a treatyor legal instrument on the subject. He noted that Libyan armed forces using heavyequipment had invaded and continued to occupy Chad, that Cuba, with the help ofthe Soviet Union and East Germany in particular, was involved both directly andindirectly in internal struggles in Angola and was intervening to Ethiopia'sadvantage in local conflicts in the Horn of Africa, that Viet Nam was deploying itstroops on Alarge scale in South-East Asia in a vain effort to stamp out theKbmers and had no hesitation about making armed incursions into Thai territory,that 85,000 Soviets in Afghanistan were attempting without success to subdue acountry where repression and carnage were continuing apace while the number ofrefugees was increasing in tragic proportions, and that the military manoeuvreswhich were being drawn out in Polar1. confronted that country with the threat offorce. Such developments showed a disturbing trend on the part of the Soviet Ur&ionto extend its empire in disregard for aspirations to freedom and self-determinati .)_.which was particularly evident in its relations with the so-called socialistStates, as revealed by events over the years from Budapest to Ir.abul.
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considered to remain fully valid. His delegation believed that the Horking Group
should take particularly into account the recent deliberations of the Special
Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on the Strengthening of the
Role of the Organization.

144. The sixth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of France, said that
his delegation had objections to the orientation which some delegations were seeking
to give to the work of the Committee, which had led it to vote against
resolution 35/50. But France was extremely concerned by the fact that the primary
purpose of the United Nations, namely, the maintenance of international peace and
security, continued to be unattained and that its fundamental principle~ namely,
the prohibition of the use of force in international relations, continued not to be
respected. The problem of respect for the principle of non-use of force in
relations between States was particularly acute for the peoples of many States in
Asia, Africa and Latin America, as well as in other parts of the world. In
Afghanistan, ,in particular, the country which was responsible for the establishment
of the Special Committee was persisting in a military intervention which
constituted an unacceptable violation of international law and was recognized as
such by the great majority of Member States, which had adopted two General Assembly
resolutions calling for the withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan. In view
of the seriousness of the matter, his delegation considered it inappropriate, and
even dangerous, to deal with it in a sham instrument, which I!light~ moreover, cast
dQubt on existing fundamental rules.

145. Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter represented what could be called a
"veritable legal revolution". It was the culmination of a movement which had 'begun
following the First l<1orld "Tar, initially with the Covenant of the League of
Nations in 1919 and later with the Kellogg-Briand Pact in 1928, and which, with'
the unanimous support of international public opinion, had led to the adoption in
1945 of two general and comple~entary nor.ms, the prohibition of the use of force
in international relations and the obligation to settle international disputes by
peaceful means. It should be noted, in that connexion, that the Charter of the
United Nations went further than the 1919 Covenant and the 1928 Pact in that it
prohibited not only war but any use of force and even any threat to use force
which would be incompatible with Charter provisions. The prohibition was therefore
total and indissolubly linked to the principle of the peaceful settlement of
disputes and the system of collective security established by the Charter. MOl'eover,
the universality of the United Nations and the primacy of Charter obligations over
thOse embodied in any other international agreement gave the prohibition absolute
scope.

146. With regard to the Soviet proposal, the French delegation considered that a
new text with binding force, far from strengthening the authority, scope and
effectiveness of the principle embodied in the Charter, would have the opposite
result: if it attempted te spell out the cases ,covered by Article 2, paragraph 4,
it would restrict "the scope of the principle, which was currently general, and co1:1ld
therefore encourage some States to circumvent the fundamental rule contained in
the Charter. In addition, by singling out one Charter principle from other elements
linked to it - the principle of the peaceful settlement of disputes, collective
security arrangements, the right of self-defence - a future treaty on the non-use
of force would upset the balance struck in the Charter. Lastly, such a treaty
would be of dubious value since it would be subordinate to the Charter, in
accordance with Article 103, and would certainly not have the universal character of
the Charter.
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147. Such considerations notwithsta.nding, the French delegation hoped that theCommittee would find a way out of the current impasse and get down to serious work.Once the Working Group completed its preliminary consideration of the working papersubmitted by a group of 10 States which were members of the non-aligned movement,it would be necessary, in accordance with the Committee's terms of reference, toconsider all proposals that had been put before the Committee, whether proceduralor substantive. It would be use:f'ul. to begin by seeking to establish why, in spiteof the clear prohibition laid down in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter, someStates sometimes violated that cardinal rule of international law, and to identifyways of inducing such States to comply more strictly with the principle laid downin the Charter, taking as a basis of discussion the proposals submitted both in theSpecial Committee and in the Sixth Committee, namely, the document of the group ofnon-aligned States, the proposal submitted by China at the thirty-fifth sessionof the General Assembly (see A/c.6/35/SR.27), the proposal made by therepresentative of Brazil at the thirty-fourth session of the Assembly (seeA/C.6/34/SR.18), the proposal of Egypt ~d Mexico 1§J and, in particular, theproposal submitted by five European countries at the 1979 session of theCommittee.!2I His delegation believed that'· a comprehensive review should becarried out of those proposals relating to the non-use of force and the peacefulsettlement of disputes that was the necessary corollary of the former and was partof the mandate of the Committee. After that, and on the basis of the one or twodocuments thus established, an effort should be made to identify trom among theproposals before it those which seemed worthy of consideration and likely to commandgeneral: agreement. His d.elegation would not be able to support any proposal whichmight establish, whether directly or indirectly, any exception to the principle ofnon-use of force that was not explicitly provided for under the Charter, nor couldit agree to isolating that principle from the other principles elil.bodied in theCharter. .
•148. The seveuth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of the Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics, said that there was no need for a general debate atthe current session of the Special Committee since all its members had had theopportunity to state their positions and the majority felt that the Committee shouldimmediately continue work on the draft world treaty on the non-use of force ininternational relations within 'the framework of the Working Group and with accounttaken of all proposals made in that regard. That approach would be the beginningof meaningful negotiations on the drafting of the treaty and should be conductedwith the participation of States representing all geographic regions and legalsystems.

149. Nevertheless, certain delegations still took a negative unconstruct~ve positionon that question and even resorted to making slanderous attacks against the forei~policy of the Soviet Union. Ris delegation firmly repudiated such malicious ...insinuations designed to denigrate Soviet foreign policy. The world was witneriittgthe intense struggle of two tendencies: there was the ~olicy of halting the aroms,race, strengthening peace and detente and protecting the sovereign rights andfreedom of peoples, and there was the policy of undermining detente, expan.ding thearms race~ interfering in the internal affairs of sovereign States and suppressingthe struggle of peoples for liberation. The General Secretary of the CentralCommittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. (CPSU) and Chairman of theSupreD!~ Soviet of the USSR, L. 1. Brezhnev, had said at the TwentY,-sixth Congressof CPSU: .

:,\
oj<

Thirty-fourth Session,
. 181 Official Records of the General Assembly,

SUpplement No. 41 (A/34/41 and Corr.l), para. 150•

...it .._------~
!2J ~., para. 129.
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"Adventurism and readiness to gamble with the vital interests of
humanity for narrow and sel.fish ends - this is what has emerged in
particularly barefaced form in the policy of the more aggressive imperialist
circles. Hith utter contempt for the rights and aspirations of nations,
they are trying to portray the liberation struggle of the masses as
'terrorism'. Indeed, they have set out to achieve the unachievable - to
set up a barrier to the pror,ressive changes in the world, and to again become
the rulers of the peoples' destiny.n
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150. Imperialistic circles increased hot-beds of tension in various regions of the
~1Orld: in the Persian Gulf, in the Middle East, in the south of Africa, in the I
region of the Indian Ocean, in Central America. Demonstrating their imperialistic Ii!'.

policy of force in Latin America, the United States was trying to suppress by q
bloodshed the just struggle of the ·Salvadorian people for liberation from a
dictatorial regime which was kept in power only with the help of American
imperialists. Furthermore, the undeclared war unleashed by the forces of
imperialism against the Afghan revolution continued unabated and created a direct
threat to the security of the southern border of the Soviet Union. Imperialism
pursued a policy aiming at suppression of the struggle of colonial people for
their national liberation. Because of the support of the Western countries,
particularly the United States, the economic and military potential of South Africa
was increasing. With their help, the South African racists were attempting to
perpetuate their colonial rule over Namibia and carry out aggressive acts against
Angola, Mozambique and other "front-line States". The Soviet Union firmly
condemned all acts of interference by the imperialist States in the internal
affairs of sovereign States and was opposed to any attempts to thwart national
revolutions either by inciting counter-revolutions or by direct aggression from,
abroad. The Soviet Union was against an export of revolution, it did not accept
the export of counter-revolution. Having lost any realistic perspective of the
contemporary world situation, official representatives of the new United States
administration had made a series of absurd statements to the effect that States
wishing to have friendly relations with the Reagan administration should follow a
new code of conduct "acceptable" to the United States; that the United States
considered as "unacceptable" both the activities of national liberation movements
and of those who supported those movements; that in order "to protect its interests
in the whole world" the United States' :lshould be ready to start the 1va.r now". One
representative of the new administration summarized the essence of the United States
foreign policy by saying that "there is no alternative to war with the Soviet Union
if the Soviet Union does not change its political system".

152. The Soviet delegation favoured the speedy drafting of the world treaty on the
non-use of force in international relations. The conclusion of that treaty would
provide an effective guarantee for reducing the thr~at of war and halting the arms
race and would create a serious obstacle in the way of the increasing military
preparations and augmentation of tension pursued by certain states. Entry into

151. Such a position constituted violation of all basic principles of the Charter
of the United Nations and international law and, first of all, of the principle of
non-use of force and the threat thereof" As L. I. Brezhnev declared at the
Twenty-Sixth Congress of CPSU: "He have not sought, and do not now seek, military
superiority over the other side. That is not our policy. But neither will we
permit the buildJ.ng-up of any such superiority over us. Attempts of that kind and
talking to us from positions of strength are absolutely futile".
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force of such a treaty would serve the creation of a system of stable peace andsecurity, without infringing upon anybody's rights, obligations and interests if,of course, such interests coincided with the goals of ensuring universal peace. Aworld treaty on the non-use of force, developing and specifying the obligation notto use force, including nuclear weapons, embodied in the Charter, would serve theinterests of all States, irrespective of size and irrespective of whether theypossessed nuclear weapons. By prohibiting the use of both nuclear andconventional weapons, the world treaty would put all States on the same footing.The speediest possible elaboration of the proposed treaty was especially urgentduring the current period of aggravation of the international si~uation. Anincreasing number of States recognized the fact that the conclusion of the treaty,along with the adoption of effective measures in the field of disarmament, couldcreate a true foundation for stable peace.

153. Being guided by the programme of peace adopted at the Twenty-fourth andTwenty-fifth Congresses and further developed at the Twenty-sixth Congress of CPSU,the Soviet Union continued to struggle for the radical improvement of theinternational situation, the removal of the threat of war and the strengtheningof international security. At the Twenty-sixth Congress, a number of soundproposals had been made by L. r. Brezhnev to stop the drift to a thermonuclearcatastrophe. Those proposals included the application of confidence-buildingmeasures to the entire European part of the Soviet Union provided the WesternStates, too, extended the confidence zones accordingly. The USSR was prepared tocontinue negotiations with the United States on limiting and reducing strateg~carmaments and to reach an agreement preserving all the positive elements that hadso far been achieved in that area. It was prepared to come to terms on limiting thedeployment of new submarines and could also agree to banning modernization ofexisting ones and the development of new ballistic missiles for submarines. Amoratorium should be set on the deployment in Europe of new medium~range nU~learmissile weapons of the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)and the Soviet Union, including the United States forward-based nuclear weapons.Furthermore, it would be useful to call a special session of the Security Councilwith the participation of the top leaders of its member States in order to look forkeys to improving the international situation and preventing war. Evidently, ifthey so wished, leaders of other States could also take part in the session. Thenew measures proposed by the Soviet Union dealt with a wide range of questions, butserved only one goal: to do everything possible to eliminate the threat of nuclearwar and preserve peace. As emphasized by L. r. Brezlul:ev at the Twenty-sixthCongress of CPSU: "Not war preparations that doom the peoples to a senselesssquandering of their material and spiritual wealth, but consolidation of peace that is the clue to the future".

154. The debates in the Committee had shown that the overwhelming majority of __ ·1'States took a constructive approach aimed at strengthening universal peace andhadrecognized the Soviet draft as a solid basis for working out a generally acceptableworld treaty on the non-use of force. The debate had shown that there was a realpossibility of elaborating and adopting such a treaty. However, some delegations,in particular those of the United States, the United Kingdom and other Hesterncountries, had sought to block the preparation of the treaty. lfuen that attemptfailed, they had sought to divert efforts from the preparation of the treaty towardsproblems of the peaceful settlement of disputes. Many delegations had rightl~pointed out the unacceptable nature of such a position and had stated that thestrict observation by all States of the prohibition of ~he use or force would
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establish the necessary conditions for the peaceful settlement of disputes. To
substitute the' proposed treaty by any document on peaceful settlement of disputes
would be absolutely' wrong. Some delegations had attempted to disguise their
negative position on the matter by maintaining that the Soviet Union should have
submitted its text in the form of a draft declaration where it would be easier to
adopt the provisions of the proposed draft treaty. That argument was groundless.
The United Nations had already adopted many resolutions on the non-use of force
but their effectiveness had been significantly diminished by the fact that they
were in the nature of recommendations or statements of intention and were not
legally binding. The Soviet proposal offered the most realistic and effective
solution in the current situation, namely, the conclusion of a world treaty which
was a multilateral international agreement open to the participation of all
States.

155. Some delegations had .claimed that the treaty might in some way weaken the
principle Qf non-use of force and might even lead to a revision of the Charter
of the United Nations. Such a view seemed quite absurd. The conclusion of the
proposed treaty would confirm and make more specific the obligations that States
had already assumed and would in no way reduce the effectiveness of the Charter.
The overwhelming majority of the international conventions, treaties and agreements
adopted in the past 35 years, including those concluded under Article 13 of the
Charter, included key provisions of the Charter or were based on it in some way.
:Claiming now that such documents were a "farce" would therefore be tantamount to
trying to nullify the work and the efforts of States Members of the United Nations
over more than one third of a century. It would also be showing utter disrespect
for the genuine efforts of the overwhelming majority of States Members to achieve
constructive and fruitful co-operation and work out mutually acceptable compromise
measures aimed at strengthening peace. Unfortunately, such a position was being
taken by one delegation not only within the Special Committee but also regarding a
number of other important problems facing the United Nations. The idea of
elaborating a world treaty was in keeping with a long-standing practice of the
United Nations. The principle of the non-use of force was expressed in the Charter
in a general form, which had made it possible for some States, through various
tricks, to by-pass it, to distort it and even, in some cases, to justify the
illegal use of armed force. In order to prevent that, to make the prohibition of
the use of force more effective and to eliminate the very possi~ility of settling
international disputes by arms, the Soviet Union had proposed to conclude a world
treaty on the non-use of force. The general provision of the Charter banning the
use of force should be spelled out in the treaty in the form of concrete and binding
norms of State conduct, excluding any vagueness and eliminating the possibility,
under any pretext, of by-passing that key obligation and evading its strict
observance. As it was stated in the Soviet memorandum concerning cessation of the
arms race and disarmament, the aim of the Soviet inj.tiative was to make "by the
combined efforts of States, the principle of non-use of force embodied in the
United Nations Charter an organic part of the.practical policy of States, the
real law of international life. The use of both of nuclear and conventional
weapons should be entirely excluded from relations between States." Thus, the
Soviet proposal aimed at achieving, through further concretization and development
of the general principle of non-use of force, taking into account the realities
of the current stage of development of international relations, the maximum possible
degree of implementation of the principle in the conduct of s1.li:h relations. The
world treaty was to play an active role in strengthening international peace and
ensuring security for all States and was to become an effective instrument in the
restructuring of international relations on the basis of the principles of peaceful
co-existence of States with different social systems.
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156. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 35/50, the Special Committeewas to continue its work with the goal of drafting, at the earliest possible date,a world treaty on the non-use of force in international relations and to studyother documents submitted to the Committee. Currently, all the necessaryconditions as well as the legal basis for agreement on the essential elements ofthe principle of non-use of force existed and the Committee could move forwardtow6.rds the successful completion of its mandate. The views of States had beenstated and three main official documents had been submitted to the Committee and theCommittee should now focus on broadening the areas of agreement and developinggenerally acceptable formulations for the future treaty. It would be useful toprepare a comparative table of the three documents submitted to the Committee,which would make it possible to compare the points of view of States on the matter.It would thereby be possible to reach practical agreement on a text setting forththe princip1.e of non-use of force in the form of a working document based onthe Soviet draft and on other proposals submitted to the Committee. The Committeeshould therefore move forward in a businesslike and constructive framework and notdeal with matters falling outside its mandate.

157. The Soviet delegation pledged its full support .for the successful completionof the elaboration of the world treaty on the non-use of force in internationalrelations which would correspond to the fundamental interests of all peoples.
158. The eighth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of the UnitedKingdom; after drawing attention to the title of the Conmdttee and to its mandateas contained in paragraph 2 of resolution 35/50, said that his delegation remainedopposed to the idea of concluding a treaty. He pointed out that throughouthistory, the international community had been bedevilled by the use of force and,referring to the past three and a half centuries, recalled that in the seventeenthcentury Grotius had tried to distinguish between just wars which were lawful andunjust wars which were unlawful, but had not succeeded in. solving the problem raisedby this distinction, namely, according to which criteria and by whom should thedecision on the justness of a war be taken. As a result, by the nineteenthcentury, a view which had much support was that international law had no alternativebut to accept war, independently of the justice of its origin; thus, resort tothe use or threat of force was not prohibited by international law and States werenot under an obligation to settle disputes by peaceful means. The period of theLeague of Nations had seen the first significant attemp~ to oblige States to settledisputes by peaceful means and to refrain from going to war 'tdthout first exhaustingpeaceful means: in addition to creating rules of substantive law for the Membersef the League (rules which subsequently came to be regarded as containing gapswith the result that a new instrument, the Kellog-Briand Pact, 't'1as concluded in 1928among a number of Members of the League in order· to fill those gaps},·. the Covenanthad also established organs - the Council of the League and the Permanent Court 01'-·International Justice (PCIJ) - with the task of monitoring the performance oftheir obligations by Member States. The provisions of the Covenant and of thePact had, however, proved unable to prevent the war of 1939-1945. The mixedexperience of the League had led to another attempt to improve matters, namely,the creation of the United Nations in an effort to save succeeding generations fram"the scourge of war". The principal provisions of substantive law were containedin paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 2 of the Charter which had to be read withChapter VI, in particular its Articles 33 and 37, as well as with Article 51: inother words, the rules of substantive law went hand-in-hand with the machineryprovided in the Charter for ensuring the peaceful settlement of disputes, including
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the Security Council - which was authorized to take action to maintain or restore
international peace and security - and the Internation81. Court of Justice which was
singled out in Art~cle 36, par~raph 3, for the hearing of legal disputes (a role
which it had t'ulfilled, notably in the Corfu Channel case); mention should also be
made of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, article 52 of which made void
a treaty procured by the threat or use of force contrary to the Charter. 20/

\ -
159. In the view of the United Kingdom delegation, the rules of substantive law in
the Charter were stronger and more explicit than those contained in the Covenant;
moreover, the machinery for the monitoring of performance through the. Security
Council was stronger than the machinery created by the League Covenant. The current
arrangements were the best which the international community had been able to create
at any time in the world's history: whilst the Covenant had failed to prevent the
Second World l-lar, the world had been spared a third world war, and the United
Nations could claim some credit for that. The international community in the 1980s
should therefore remain faithful both to the rules of substantive law laid down by
the Charter and to the machinery it had created and avoid tampering with the
foundations. The vice in the proposal of having a treaty was that it would purport
to prohibit what was already prohibited and would not create new al"rangements or
expand or enhance existing ones for the peaceful settlement of disputes. The
United Kingdom, therefore, reDlElined firmly opposed to the adoption of a new treaty
or any international agreer4ent of a like nature on the subject separate from the
Charter, for such an instl.-ument, existing side by side with the Charter, would run

: the risk of weakening what already existed by taking the rules on the non-use of
force out of their total context and, what was more important, out of the Charter
and its machinery, 'that is to say the Security Council, not to mention the fact
that the parties to such a new instrument would inevitably be different, and fewer.
Account should be taken of the dangers in what had been called the proliferation of
unanchored and free-floating norms, a trend which posed a serious threat to the
status of rules of international law, and to which the Special Committee should
avoid contributing by creating soft or neutral principles where there existed some
clear law. As to the Cl.Bsertion that the overwhelming majority of Member States were
in favour of drafting a treaty, it was a questionable one; furthermore, a
significant group of States was opposed to that idea, and a treaty adopted in the
face vf opposition of a significant group of States would be worthless and damaging
to the United Nations and all its Members. The United Kingdom Q,elegation was
prepared to work on finding means of' enhancing the principle of the non-use of
force, but its opposition to the idea of a treaty remained as strong as it was in
1976 lvhen the initiative had been launched.

160. Turning to the question of new exceptions to the law on the non-use of force
which were being proposed, he first directed attention to the exception put forward
by lawyers and statesmen in the Soviet Union and allowed for in the Soviet draft
treaty on the basis of the alleged existence of a "higher type of international
law", presumably higher than the Charter, called "socialist international lawll

• As
part of tha" doctrine, it was argued that the Soviet Union had, in effect, the
right to intervene by force in the affairs of other countries which followed the
same social llystem in order to protect "socialist gains". In that connexion, he
referred to Professor Turlkin' s work, entitled Theory of International Law, W•
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20/ See Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the Law of
Treaties, Documents of the Conference (United Nations pUblication, Sales No.
:l!:. 70.V. 5), document A/CONF .39/2'7.. . .

21/ G. I, Tunkin, Theory of International Law, trans. with an Introduction by
l-Tilliam E. Butler (Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1974).
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which had given the examples of Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968, and tothe following more recent statement made by the Deputy Head of the Chief PoliticalAdministration of the Soviet Army and Navy, Colonel-General Lizichev, in relationto the revolution of April 1918 in Afghanistan: .

"A testimony to the fidelity of the Soviet Union and its valiant Armed Forcesto the ideas of nationalism is the introduction on to the territory ofAfghanistan at the request of the Afghan government, in accordance vith theSoviet-Afghan treaty and Article 51 of the Charter, of a limited contingent ofSoviet forces. Our troops are helping fraternal Afghan people to defend thegains of the April revolution ••• ". 22/ .
Bearing in mind the inherent unlikelihood for a request for assistance having beenmade by the Government of Mr. Amin a day or two before his execution, and bearing inmind also the lack of any evidence in Afghanistan in December 1919 of an armed attackor other circumstances justifying l"esort to collective self-defence under Article 51,it appeared that the doctrine of "limited sovereignty" was still being asserted underProfessor Tunkin' s so-called "higher international law". The United Kingdomdelegation further referred to the extracts from Professor Tunkin' s Theory ofInternational Law quoted in the report of the Committee for 1980, 23/ and citedanother passage, from the same work, which read as follows: -

"Thus, the principle of peaceful coexistence is replaced in relations between~tates of the socialist camp by the higher, more profound, and qUalit,ativelynew principle of socialist internationalism, which is a f\mdamental and specificprinciple of a new type of international relations. Such principles ofsocialist internationalism as the principles of respect for ·sovereignty,equality and non-interference in intern:J. affairs replace the correspondingprinciples of general international law in relations of the new type. ~heprinciple of non-aggression is not men~ioned in the various documents concludedbetween socialist States, since it is overlapped in relations between socialistStates by the more profound principle of socialist internationalism." g}y
161. In the view of the United Kingdom delegation, it was clear, contrary to theabove arguments, that the law of the Charter applied between States which wereideological opponentFl as well as between States which were allies; between states ofdifferent social ·systems as well as between States of the same social system;between States of ditferent religions or ideology' as well as between States of thesame religion or ideology, and it was a strange doctrine which asserted that theconclusion by two States of a treaty of friendship in effect gave one the right toinvade the other. One way of enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of non-useof force would be to make it clear that the Charter was a higher form ofinternational law thfiD any other, by virtue of its Article 103; and that the Chart.erdid I).ot contain or allow for an exception such as the one postulated by . .~V~.-Professor TUnkin. As to other suggested exceptions, he wished to state that it wouldbe ironical and a retrogressive step for a Committee mandated to enhance theeffectiveness of the principle of non-use of force to postulate the creation of newcircumstances in which force might be used and to countenance or even encourage theuse of force in any circumstances, thus putting the clock back to Grotius' times bycreating exceptions for just wars.

W Agitator, No. 2, January 1981, p. 22.
23/ Official Records of the General Assemb

No. 41(A 35 l!l para. 125.
~ 2It:._ill.., p .. 446.
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162. With respect to the future work of the Committee, he stressed that efforts
should be oriented towards m&ting the existing arrangements more effective and
bringing Governments to reaffirm their commitment to the law. His delegation had
Joined with those of Bf'lgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy
in tabling a working paper in 1979 on the peaceful settlement of disputes and on
the non-use of force, which was intended to show that what were needed were more
effective means or procedures for ensuring respect for the principle of non-use
of force and for the peaceful settlement of disputes. He pointed out that those
who had come forward with the proposal of a treaty on the non-use of force were
lukewarm in their support for United Nations peace-keeping and firmly opposed to
settling disputes through procedures involving third parties, being thus among
those whose policies prevented the full realization of the potential benefits of
existing arrangements.

163. The United Kingdom delegation was well aware of the concerns of developing and
non-aligned countries over· the current international situation and of the fact
that the Security Council in the past months had had occasion to consider all too
many instances where respect for the principle of non-use of force had been
lacking. In pointing to the unwisdom of writing new texts stating rules of
substantive law, it did not wish to give an impression of complacency: it
considered that the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force could and
shQuld be enhanced by calling on Governments to respect their existing obligations,'
py seeking ~o improve the operation of existing institutions and by seeking to
'improve the procedures for the peaceful settlement of disputes.

164. The ninth speaker at the 55th meeting, the observer for Peru, stated that the
goal towards ~'1hich the Special Committee was working was an international
instrument - whether it was a tr~aty, a declaration or some appropriate mechanism 
which ,,'ould serve to remove the threat or use of force in international relations.
Nobody could deny, first, that the process of detente wa.s being torn apart and,
secondly, that the arms race was accelerating. tfhe arms race was acquiring truly
insane proportions in the case of the super-Powers. The calls by the international
community for an end to that suicidal race had till now received no real positive
response. The developing countries waited powerlessly on the sidelines of that
political confrontation, whose consequences were incalculable, and "Tatched
perplexed as the hand of peace was proffered and as, simultaneously, such dangerous
and reprehensible geopolitical theories as "defence of vital interests" and "limited
nuclear war" and, no less shameful, "positive interference" and "international
fraternal aid" were invented, recreated and applied. The naked reality behind all
those euphemisms 't'1as an open and repudiable intervention in matters which were the
sole and exclusive responsibility of the States concerned.

165. The countries of the third world, and particularly those which believed in
real and genuine non-alignment, should not be disco~aged by the unfortunate
circumstance that the maintenance or definitive disbanding of the Special Committee
should have been-made a matter of political prestige. Those countries were in
favour of strengthening the non-use of force in international relations for the 
sake of the principle itself, and not because of their alignment with one or another
of the conflicting power blocs. The principle was far too serious to be subjected
to temporary oscillations in the selfish policies of the power blocs. Support for
the proposal by no means implied the endorsement of any mistaken policy or any
of the countries sponsoring it.
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166. The Charter was categorical in the terms in which it laid down the principleof the prohibition of the use or the threat of the use of force, which appliedexcept in cases of self-defence or when a country was confronted with actions thataffected its territorial sovereignty and unlawfully and recklessly disregardedsolemnly concluded agreements concerning the settlement of disputes, therebybreaching principles that were fundamental to international coexistence, such asfull compliance in good faith with obligations arising from treaties and respectfor commitments contracted between States.
161. Political imagination 'toTaS necessary in order to endeavour t.o maintain the ideaof strengthening the principle of non-use of force. There existed a draft worldtreaty and three other working papers containing a broad range of suggestions andpossibilities, which the Special Committee should study carefully. The task wasnot easy but must be tackled in a constructive spirit. His delegation supportedthe view that, because of the amplitude of the Committee's task, it would bepositive to aim for, at least in the current stage of its work, some form ofdeclaration containing the formulation arrived at so far and serving as a stimulusfor further effort.

168. The tenth speaker at the 55th meeting, the observer for Nicaragua, was infavour of the speedy elaboration of a treaty on the non-use of force ininternational relations. As a member of the non-aligned mov.ement, his countrysupported the affirmation of the non-aligned group that the proposed treaty shouldalso eJepressly safeguard the right of States to defend themselves and to use forceto free their occupied territories, and should recognize the right of peoplesunder foreign and colonial domination to fight for self-determination and againstcolonialism and apartheid.

169. His delegation considered that the work towards the elaborati9n of the"'treatyshould not suffer because of the attempts in some quarters to bring the new coldwar into the Special Committee. Those who would suffer from the absence of atreaty, the lethargical proceedings of the Special Committee and the cold war werethe peoples of the third world. In history and in current times, it was the smallcountries which were most susceptible to the threat or use of force. Their peoplesrequired a world instrument as a legal tool for supplementing their iron will tomaintain or achieve independence.

110. Such as the case in the Central American and Caribbean region, where theprocess of democratic social change was threatened by a whole series of economic,political and military acts of aggression emanating from quarters in 'tibich it wasthought that the peoples of the region lived in the "backyard" of a Power andshould therefore subordinate themselves to it. Those who were perpetuating theintervention in El Salvador, for example, sought to justify their role by invokins'the so-called Monroe Doctrine of the Americas for the Americans. .
111. The peoples of Centra.l America and the Caribbean were also Americans and alsohad a right to self-determination - a right which they were currently assertingand which should not be confused gratuitously with imaginary international terroristconspiracies. Those who committed. genocide against their own peoples wereterrorists - and the accomplices of terrorism were those who supported them, orthose who tolerated paramilitary training camps for the counter-revolutionaries oftheir country on its northern border and in the United States cOlmter-revolutionaries who were preparing terrorist attacks' against their ownnation.
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112. His country advocated the adoption l~y the Committee' of the recommendations
prepared by the working group o~ non-aligned countries on the definition of the
use of force or the'threat to resort to force. Economic and political pressure,
hostile propaganda, intimidation, support for terrorism and concealed attempts to
undermine the stability of States were all forms of coercion to which his country
and other States were currently being subjected. Such uses of force should be
prohibited in a treaty, it being understood that they gave rise to international
responsibility. The Special Committee should work towards giving concrete
expression to and defining such responsibility.

113. The eleventh speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Cuba, speaking
in exercise of the right of reply, said that characterizing as use of force the
fraternal co-operation which her country was offering certain developing and
non-aligned States at the request of the legitimately constituted Governments of
those States could only arouse just indignation.

114. Her country, which pursued an internationalist policy, co-operated by sending
personnel composed of technicians, advisers and teachers in addition to a very
small military group and providing aid, without any strings attached, to small
countries.

115. The attempt to impede the granting of any assistance requested by a
:legitimately constituted Government in the exercise of its sovereign rights
constituted interference in the internal affairs of the State concerned. It was
paradoxical that such a comment should be made by a State whose Minister for
Foreign Affairs had asserted in 1918 that Cuban aid to Africa was a stabilizing
factor in the area. Furthermore, the representative of Belgium had forgotten how
undeniably the presence of his country in Zaire constituted a use of force in
international relations. The reference made to Cuba was outrageous but also ironic
because Cuba was a small country which had been colonized for a long time and which
not only had never sought to obtain colonies, but had struggled for its own
development in the face of an inhuman blockade, one that her delegation had not
heard the representative of Belgium call an example of the use of force.
Nevertheless, her country used part of its resources to aid other poor peoples long
subjugated by "'werful countries.

116. The twel~tll speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of the United
States of Ameli~a, speaking in exercise of the right of reply, stated that Soviet
statements concerning the Persian Gulf rang hollow in the light of the continued
presence of 85,000 Soviet combat troops in Afghanistan and the maintenance of many
thousands of Soviet troops, tanks and war planes in areas of the Soviet Union
bordering on the Persian Gulf and the littoral States. So far as the arms race
was concerned, the record reflected clearly who had been embarked on a
breath-taking arms build-up in recent years.

111. There was a crude logic to totalitarian systems which required foreign
adventures or expansions, as witnessed in the 1930s and the 1940s, and by the
peoples of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Afghanistan, more recently. Regarding the
reference made by the delega:'e of the Soviet Union to El Salvador, he stressed that
the tale started with salutations between members of El Salvador's Communist Party
and Cuba's Fidel Castro, and continued with reques~s made by guerrilla leaders in
meetings held in Mexico City, Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Cuba,
the German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union, Viet }Tam, Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria, Hungary and Ethiopia; as a result, the Vietnamese had agreed to provide
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60 tons of arms to El Salvador's guerrillas and the German Democratic Republic hadsent 1.9 tons of supplies to Managua for transshipment to El Salvador s alsoproviding military trainings particularly in clandestine operations, whileCzechoslovakia had agreed to provide Czech arms circulating in the world marketsBulgaria had promised to supply weapons of German origin and other supplies s andHungary had offered radios and other supplies as well as a complex arrangement forHungarian-Ethiopian arms exchanges that would provide laundered weapons to theSalvadoreans. In July 1980s 60 tons of arms had been delivered from Viet Nam toCuba for transshipment to El Salvador s including 2 million rifle and machine-gunbullets s l5 s000 mortar shells s over ls620 rifles s over 200 machine-guns,48 mortars s 12 rocket launchers and 192 pistols s and in October 1980s 120 tons of,,,eapons s which were in Nicaragua s had begun to be transported by Cubans andNicaraguans by air to El Salvador. That s he concludeds was .;he record of what hadhappened in El Salvador.

178. So far as the remarks of the Soviet Union on a treaty were concerend, he wasstill awaiting a legal argument in favour of a treaty.

179. The thirteenth speah:er at the 55th meetings the representative of Poland,speaking in exercise of the right of replys noted that it had been insinuated inone of the statements that manoeuvres taking place around Poland were aimed atinfluencing current internal developments and that that was a threat to use force.He emphasized that such a statement itself bore all the signs of being influencedby a hysterical campaign conducted and orchestrated by Western mass media wit~obvious purposes. The manoeuvres in question, called "Alliance '81"s were takingplace under the Warsaw Treaty, to which Poland was a State Party and in whichPolish forces participated. Their purpose was to further improve the defensivecapabilities of the alliance-of the socialist States and had been broadly coveredin the Polish mass media. Statements of that type did not serve ~he purpose ofthe discussion and were difficult to reconcile with the principle ofnon-interference in the internal affairs of States.

180. The fourteenth speaker at the 55th meetings the representative of Hungary,speaking in exercise of the right of replys noted with great regret that somedelegations had once again made reference to certain years and to capitals ofMember States s in order to allude to specific events s concerning in particular hiscountry. He underlined that such remarks ",ere more suitable for "cold-war" times,led nowhere and did not contribute in any way to the Committee's work. They wereclearly directed against the spirit of co-operation which should prevail in theCommittee.

181. The fifteenth speaker at the 55th meetings the observer for Viet Nam,speaking in exercise of the right of replys stated that his deleRation had nointention of engaging in a polarization of the debate but felt compelled to useits right of reply. In his view, United States imperialism was the common enemyof the progress of mankind s as evidenced by the case of Viet Nam and Kampuchea.His delegation categorically rejected all the slanderous allegations ~ade by theUnited States delegation.

182. The sixteenth speaker at the 55th meeting, the observer for Nicaragua,speaking in exercise of the right of reply, stressed that the account given by onerepresentative of certain events apparently did not convince even the people of theUnited States s judging from 'the reaction of that country to the policy of itsGovernment in Central America, nor did it seem to convince its l-Testern allies
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which, like ~ricaragua, advocated a political rather than a military solution in
El Salvador. 'It was impossible that the revolutionary elements in El Salvador or
~ricaragua should have left their private documents unguarded so that an.yone could
take them, and, as was well known, United States intelligence agencies had a long
history of fabricating documents. Concerning arms shipments, it should be asked
how many tons of weapons had been shipped to the junta in El Salvador by the
United States, weapons which had killed thousands of peasants, thousands of
innocent people, including nuns from the United States. The only thing that had
been proved was the existence of military training camps in the United States, as
documented in The New York Times of 16 March and indicated by various television
companies and newspapers.

183. The seventeenth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, speaking in exercise of the right of reply,
characterized as a "detective story" the statement by the representative of the
United States. 'That story had been taken from the most implausible sources, and it
showed that the United States, as in the past, was taking a stand on the use of
force in the conduct of its external policy. The Soviet delegation rejected the
totally false, unfounded and slanderous fabrications which had been heard against
the foreign policy of the Soviet Government and were directed at distracting the
attention of the Committee and preventing it from conducting in a constructive
working atmosphere a serious discussion of the questions which were really on its

: agenda. The United States delegation had been forced to attend the meetings of
the Committee again because the question of the non-use of force was not one which
could be dismissed or ignored. Having resumed participation in the work of the
Committee, that country continued to take a negative unconstructive stand.
Previous attempts of that type had been made to divert attention from the
consideration of important international problems to matters totally alien to a
serious discussion of those problems. He urged the United States delegation to
desist from methods involving slnnderous attacks against the foreign policy of
some countries, and to adopt at long last a constructive position of co-operation
with all other delegations.

184. The eighteenth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Bulgaria,
speaking in exercise of the right of reply, stressed that the statement of the
representative of the United States contained elements which did not contribute
to the constructive advancement of the work of the Committee. As to his comments
in regard to the internal situation in a Latin American country, he drew the
attentio1i\. of the Committee' s members to an interview given by the leader of the
Communist Party of El Salvador in the capital of Hexico which, he thought, had been
covered by the American press. He associated himself with those who had expressed
the view that such comments and such conduct were evidently part of a broader
foreign political line aimed at blocking international co-operation in various
fields.

185. The nineteenth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of Cuba,
speaking in exercise of the right of reply, stated that some years ago the
President of the United States himself had said that a large-scale war was about
to begin in Viet ~Tam b~cause of what was then referred to as "the Gulf of Tonkin
incident". A number of yea.rs later, because of indiscretions on the part of
certain people who possessed the necessary documents or had access to them, the
so-called "Pentagon papers" had been published in all the newspapers, and it had
then been learned that the Gulf of Tonkin incident had been fabricated by the
United States Pentagon in order to enable it to caJ:'ry out a large-scale
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intervention in the 'toTar in Iildo-China, which it had already planned and programmedin advance. Nor was that the first such occurrence in United States history. Inthe case of the Spanish-American l.Jar, the battleship Maine had been blown up sothat the Spanish authorities could be accused of an act of aggression against theUnited States - which gave a pretext to that country to intervene in the war at atime when the forces of liberation in Cuba were about to win independence. InUnited States history, in short, it was deceit and ~lhat the press and othercircles had recently come to call the "hard line" that determined the style andthe manner in which certain problems were approached.

186. The twentieth speaker at the 55th meeting, the representative of the UnitedStates .of America, speaking in exercise of the right of reply, said that hisdelegation had heard no very convincing denial of the truth of the facts he hadrelated to the Committee. Those facts had been dra'tm from documents captured fromthe rebels when the so-called "final offensive" had failed. The magnitude of theweapons shipments was unarguable, as was the detail of the trips, travels andpromises related. ~1hen assertions were being heard that all that was needed wasa world treaty reasserting existing norms and·that the world would be the betterfor it, some unpleasant realities had to be brought to light and the question hadto be asked to what extent the very clear existing norms were being honoured bythe various States who claimed that all that was needed was just one more treaty.
187. The speaker at the 56th meeting, the observer for Yugoslavia, stated that theSpeci~l Committee was involved in the consideration of a basic principle ofinternational law without the application of which no stable internationalrelations could be even imagined. On the other hand, it was obvious that theinternational community should consider that problem at a time When the use offorce, in most varied covert and open forms, was becoming evermore frequent.
188. International relations currently clearly sho~Ted that the world was goingthrough a difficult moment, held as critical by the recent Conference of Ministersfor Foreign Affairs of Non-Aligned Countries, held at New Delhi from 9 to13 February 1981. 25/ That was reflected in a crisis of the process of detente,the unabated arms race, nuclear arms in particular, stagnation in solvinginternational problems and various onslaughts against the freedom and independenceof peoples and countries.

189. There was a crisis of the wbole system of international relations, ~Thichc.wa.sin an impasse owing to bloc divisions and the struggle for spheres of interest.As the ministerial Conference of New Delhi had pointed out, that state of affairswas due to intensified great-Power rivalry in a struggle for spheres of interestand for expanding relations based on domination and exploitation. Forces hostileto the emancipation of peoples continued to infringe upon the independence,sovereignty and territorial integrity of countries and the right of peoplesunder alien and colonial domination to self-determination and independence. Therehad been increasing recourse to the use, or threat of lA.3e.,of force, militaryintervention, occupation and interference, in yiol.ation of the 'Charter of theUnited Nations and international law. Thus, .focal points of aggression andtension, particul~rly in the Middle East, Africa - southern Africa inpartic~ar South-West Asia, South-East Asia, the Caribbean and Central America continued toexist, While new conflicts among States further aggravated the internationalsituation.

W See A/36/ll6 and Corr.l, annex.
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190. The Conference had particularly noted

"the need for strict adherence to the principle of non-intervention and
non-interference in the internal and external affairs of States which is one
of the basic principles of non-alignment. The violation of this principle
by any country is totally unacceptable and unjustifiable under any
circumstances." g§J

191. The forms of use of force were becoming ever more varied and sophisticated.
Although force could not be restrained by documents, the latter should make the
use of force or the threat thereof more difficult. The Committee should not limit
i tselfto a compilation of existing principles, but should undertake their further
elaboration and create conditions for their practical implementation. If the
international community had ever reached consensus anywhere, then it had certainly
achieved it with regard tQthe principle of the prohibition of the use of force,
as the key principle of contemporary international relations. However, many
peoples were still fighting for their elementary rights and independence. Progress
had been achieved vith regard to understanding the right of all nations, countries
and people to live in freedom as human and national beings; nevertheless, that
right was still threatened in various parts of the world. There had rarely
existed such an imbalance bet't-:,een the social, economic and national needs of
contemporary mankind and obsolete relations and structures based on force.
,

'192. The principle of the prohibition of the use of force or the threat thereof
,,~as one of the fundamental tenets of the non-aligned movement - principles which
had, as an expression of the needs and aspirations of an ever-growing number of
countries and peoples of the world, assigned to the policy of non-alignment an
irreplaceable role in promoting international peace, co-operation and progress.
All the gatherings of non-aligned countries had reaffirmed those principles,
calling upon all the peoples and countries of the world to join their forces in the
suppression and rejection of all forms of subjugation, dependency, interference or
intervention, direct or indirect, and of all pressures, whether political,
economic, military or cultural, in bilat.t:'ral and international relations.·

193. The group of non-aligned countries members of the Committee had elaborated an
extremely useful working paper, he stressed. The next decisive step should be the
father elaboration of authentic norms and principles, so that they could be
implemented in practice. It would be premature to adopt definitive stands
regarding the legal character and form of the international document to issue from
that process. For that reason, the Committee should primarily concentrate its
attention in co-ordinating positions concerning the contents of the joint document
and determination of its purposes.

194. The Working Group of the Committee had before "it four documents which were
legally relevant and equally significant for the worIt of the Group. At the moment,
his delegation thought that the working paper "of the group of non-aligned countries
was the most acceptable, as its approach in the elaboration of the matter was
sufficiently balanced and moderate, thus making it much easier to formulate a text
likely to obtain the support of all the members of the Committee.

195. However, the working paper-of the group of non-aligned countries was not final
or complete; it required further elaboration. It should include a greater number

26/ ~., para. 17.
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of political positions of the policy of non-alignment, especially in the partidentifying the modalities and forms of use of force, intervention and interferencein internal affairs as ,Tell as other forms of pressure, subversion, politicalcoercion, hostile propaganda, intimidation, support of terrorism, covert attemptsto destabilize Governments, the use of mercenaries or their financing orencouragement. There ,laS an adequate basis for all that in the numerous documentsadopted so far by gatherings of non-aligned countries which had devotedconsiderable time to the elaboration of the principles of the prohibition of theuse of force in international relations.

196. The first speaker at the 57th meeting, the representative of" Ecuador, statedthat the work of the Special Conmiittee consisted in strengthening the Charter ofthe United Nations.

197. The organized international community had rejected, condemned and proscribedthe use of force in relations between peoples. Accordingly, the Charter, inArticle 2, paragraphs 3 and 4, set forth the two provisions that were clearly andfirmly correlative with the principle of non-use of force: settlement ofinternational disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international peaceand security, and justice, were not endangered; and refraining from the threat oruse of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of anYState, or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations.
198. The only situations in 't'1'hich force could be resorted to under the tems ofthe Charter were extremely clearly defined and precise; the were, first, the .situation provided for in Article 51 of the Charter concerning self-defence and,secondly, the functioning of the collective security system, Which allowed fordrastic measures in the event of threats to the peace, breaches of the peace andacts of aggression under Chapter VII of the Charter; such measures could take theform either of interrupting economic relations and communications and severingdiplomatic relations, or of such use of the forces referred to in Article 42 asmight be necessary to maintain or restore peace and security.

199. Apart from such situations, force could not be used or invoked in anyinternational action. International law condemned armed intervention as alegitimate means of recovering public debts, as did the Drago doctrine which hadbeen ratified in conventions on State responsibility at various pan-Americanconferences and at the second Hague Peace Conference irl: 1907.

200. Nor could force be invoked for the curious pUrpose of attempting to imposetreaties, however equitable or balanced or viable they might be, and it certainly.could not be used to demand their implementation. A treaty was a solemn expressionof national consent and should have the backing and trust of the people· concerne!i_~-c~,in order to be valid, respected and enduring, because the object ofa treaty, ~";dcontracted in freedom and sovereignty, was its observance. . .
201. Nor should there be any attempt to state even the possibility of Justify':i.nt$the use of force to impose the operation of- treaties which had been concluded·. .during the military occupation of a territory, and were therefore tairitedfromtheoutset by absence of consent and were documentary proof of aggression, or whichwere designed to perpetuate the plundering of vast territories because theYembodied the negation of historical rights, or whose application was phys~callYimpossible because of geographical or other cnaracteristics. The proper w~ to.
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eliminate the use·of force in international relations was to establish an
effective~ appropriate, universal and inviolable mechanism for the peaceful
settlement of intern~tio.l:ial disputes.

202. He expressed his delegation's general support for the working paper submitted
by the group of non-aligned countries. In particular, he approved of principles 1,
2, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 16.

203. Principle 7 was especially relevant to the mandate of the Special Committee,
as were the examples it cited, which had been culled from the sufferings of
peoples that had been the victims of abuse throughout history. If a treaty
suffered from the defect of nullity from its inception, its r;3.tification was
without effect, in accordance with the immutable legal principle whereby that
"Io1hich was tainted in the beginning could not subsequently be repai...·ed or, as the
Latin axiom put it, "quod ab initio vitiosum est non 'Potest tracto temporis
conva1escere".

204. Principle 16, on peaceful settlement of disputes, deserved greater emphasis
and might be made more comprehensive through the incorporation of other elements,
including such wording as: "it urgently requires an effective, appropriate,
universal and inviolable mechanism for its full observance and applicability".

205. As far as the other texts being considered by the Special Committee were
concerned, his delegation agreed with some points and disagreed with others. It
lo10uld not be opposed to the drafting of a declaration, if such was the unanimous
will of the Special Committee, provided that the only exceptions to the principle
of non-use of force that were contemplated were those in the areas of self-defence
and collective security, and provided that the Charter was not undermined in any'
way.

206. The second speaker at the 57th meeting, the representative of Turkey, said
that the working paper submitted by the 10 non-aligned countries provided a
framework for broadening and deepening exchanges of views in the Special Committee.
He noted with appreciation that the sponsors considered that the document contained
"ideas", rather than formal proposals to be retained or rejected, and were
accordingly suggesting a flexible and ~onstructive approach. Sucq an approach was
a welcome innovation in the Special Committee and would enable it to concentrate
on its mandate, namely, to find the most appropriate l-Tays of enhancing the
effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force, instead of engaging in
acrimonious and sterile procedural debates.

207. The Turkish delegation had adopted a flexible and open position, although it
had serious doubts as to whether it was advisable or useful to prepare a draft
treaty of the type proposed. It considered that the principal merit of the working
paper referred to above was to extend the basis and scope of the discussion for
purposes of identifying and delimiting the main 'elements that could provide the
guidelines for future lvork. It had had occasion to emphasize that, in
international relations, the use of force was a consequence of a whole series of
factors and that such factors could not be e1imiriated through purely normative
measures. After studying the working paper, it wished to add that account should
also be taken, even at the normative leve1~ of the o~ganic interdependence of
certain principles which were universallY recognized and had acquired a legal and
binding character with the adoption of the Charter of the United Nations. It would
be wrong to single out one of those principles and to discuss it without taking .
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into consideration the very nature of international relations, the current worldorder in all its manifestations and the complex society formed by sovereign andindependent States. Even in national societies, which were far more coherent andunified entities than the community of States, "violence" was unfortunately partof the daily life of individuals, taking many forms. Prohibition of the use offorce in that context was al'W~"s accompanied by a set of legal and effectivemeasures aimed at assuring enforcement, together "Tith other practical arrangementsfor the protection of individuals from violence. Likewise, at the level of thecommunity of States, measures to deal with a similar phenomenon should beconsidered as a whole; the system provided for in the Charter constituted abalanced ensemble, whose integrity must be scrupulously preserved, -and that waswhy an approach which was designed to enhance the effectiveness of the principle ofnon-use of force without taking into account the corollaries of that principleprovided for in the Charter, such as peaceful settlement of disputes, respect forinternational law and international treaties, and self-defence, was unacceptable.In that regard, mention should be made of the following provision of the Final Actof Helsinki:

"All the principles set forth above are of primary significance and,accordingly, they will be equally and unreservedly applied, each of thembeing interpreted taking into account the others." 27/

208. The document under consideration, although it embodied most of the essentialaspects ot the question, was embryonic and needed to be expanded and given greaterdepth in order to cover all the points which must be considered. The SpecialCommittee should discuss the main ideas one by one and endeavour to highlight thefunctional link connecting them.

209. The speaker at the 58th meeting, the observer for Nicaragua, said that hi"Sdelegation did not agree with the opinion expressed regarding the conceptualinterdependence of the terms '-'pressure" and "intimidation" as instances of force.lofuat the representative of Japan had stated was that it was very difficult toinclude in definitions subjective concepts, including the terms "pressure" and"intimidation" in the preambular paragraph of the working paper of the non-alignedcountries entitled "Definition of the use of force or threat of force".

210. His delegation held that "pressure" and "intimidation" were not subjectiveconcepts, since the consequences of their use could be measured in concrete terms,and the one who suffered and experienced them, the victim of the use of force,was in a better position to measure them. That did not mean that the one who usedpressure could not measure the consequences that derived from the use of suchpressure; whoever used pressure knew his reasons and objectives for doing so. Thesituation which Nicaragua was currently experiencing because of the use of pressureand intimidation against it was an example of the non-subjectivity of pressure.
211. The pressure inherent in the form of economic coercion consisting ofwithdrawing a loan approved earlier, one of great importance for the economic

27/ Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,Cmnd.6198 (London, H.M. Stationery Office, 1975) Declaration on PrinciplesGuiding Relations between Participating States, p. 6, principle X.
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reconstruction of the country, uas objective. Lilte't'lise, '!intimidation" in order
to destabilize the Government which supplied training in certain territories for
mercenaries and Somozist counter-revolutionaries who intended to invade Nicaragua
'to1as objective. Again, hostile propaganda by means of statements which distorted
the socio-political facts of Nicarap;ua was objective. The ultimate e;oal of such
pressure and intimidation 't-TaS to have the Government of ilTicaragua stop doing
certain things, following a given course, maintaining or not maintaining
relations with given States, and so forth. All of the foregoing added up to
practising "unarmed" force, 't'lhich was indeed force of a different type and not
difficult to interpret objectively. It was force 't'lhich could be defined by the
practical form taken by its consequences.

212. For those reasons, his delegation considered the preambular paragraph in the
document of the non-aligned countries important and felt that all elements of that
paragraph should be retained, al·though the 't'lOrding might be amplified somewhat.
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Ill. REPORT OF THE i'lOPJCIJ.I!G GROUP

213. As indicated in parasraph 9 above~ the Special Committee~ at its 49th meeting~

decided to re··establish a 't'10rldng group 't'1hich 't'1Ould have the same officerE' as the
Committee itself. It further decided that the Horking Group 't'10uld devote its
first eight meetings to the consideration of the 't'1Orking paper v1hich had been
submitted at the previous session by the delegations of Benin~ Cyprus~ Egypt~

India~ Iraq~ Uorocco~ J.l!epll~ 1'Ticaragua~ Senegal and Uganda 28/ and had not had the
benefit of a full discussion at that session o't-Ting to lack of time; The 1'10rldng
Group held 12 meetings bet't-1een 1 and 13 April 1981. In accordance frith the above
decision~ it devoted its 21st to 28th meetings to a consideration of the above
mentioned 't'10rldng paper.

214. At the outset of the discussion~ it 't-1as pointed out that the sponsoring
countries belonged to the third 't-10rld~ 't'1hich hacl suffered a great deal from the
unfettered use of force. Those countries~ it 't'1as stated~ '-1ere gratified that
States which had the military~ financial and political means to ccmmit aggressions
against other States or to threaten their security should be given an opportunity
to reflect on the principle of non-use of force ~ and mention 't'TaS made in that
connexion of cases of aggression which reflected the policy of domination of the
small by the strong~ particularly in Africa. It 'uas stressed that the paper under
consideration ~ 't'1hich took into account the content of other proposals before the
Committee and made l"eference to relevant articles of the Charter ~ general
principles of international la't'1 and relevant resolutions of the General Assembly
and the Security Council ~ 't'1as designed to enable the Horldng Group to engage in
c~ substantive discussion without getting embroiled in sterile squabbles on
questions of format wld peripheral matters~ and to work tOvTards reaching a
consensus on a formal document. The objective of the sponsors, it 'toms added~

had beell to brinG up to date and articulate ~ on the basis of agreed-upon documents ~

a series of principles relevant to the principle of non-use of force in order to
ensure that the international legal order 't'10uld have no gaps or loopholes. IJli
uas added that the principles contained in the 'tlOrking paper under consideration
should not be vie't'1ed as elements of a treaty or a declaration. They reflected
ideas 't'1hich should be elaborated upon and 't'1hich, in the viev1 of the sponsors ~

could enhance the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force. The
sponsors 't1ere open to any sucmestion aimed at i.ril.proving·. the text and broadening
its scope.

215. All the representatives 't'1ho commented on the 't'10rldng paper 't'1elcomed it as an
irJ.portant and valuable contribution to the 't'10rk of the Special Committee.

216. Some delegations reaffirmed that the primary task of the Committee was to
enhance the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force. It was pointed
out that the principle prohibiting the use of force in international relations

28/ Official Records of the General Assembly~ Thirty~~ifth Session~

Supplement No. 41 (A/35/4l)~ para. 172.
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was the cornerstone upon which the United Nations rested and that, despite the
fact that that was a principle of jus cogens firmly entrenched in Article 2,
paragraph 4, of. the Charter, it had been repeated~f 'Violated with impunity, so
that a more drastic way had to be found to enhance its effectiveness and ensure
its unfailing and scrupulous observance. The view was expressed that since the
dra:rting of the Charter - which was indisputably a universally binding, valid
and dynamic document - there had been an accumulation of wealth of jurisprudence
in and outside the United Nations, and that if the essence of that wealth could be
extracted, and the gaps and loopholes wich had allowed for the violation of the
principle could be filled through a legally binding document, that would be a
most worthy achievement in the maintF.lnance of international peace and security.
The delegations in question, while remaining committed to their earlier position
in favour of the dra:rting of a treaty, took the view that pe~ding the achievement
of a consensus within the Committee, preparatory work for the compilation of the
necessary principles should continue. In that respect, they viewed the working
paper under consideration as an important and valuable document, which was neither
final nor perfect, but had "the merit of inclUding principles based on contemporary
international law which were of special concern to all countries, and especially
to the third world. The importance of the Committee's work to the international
community was such that efforts towards the legal regulation of the use of force
in international relations should not slacken or be diverted, but should be
intensified.

~17. Other representatives pointed out that the question of the dra:rting of a
treaty was not before the Working Group and that the essential merit of the
working paper under consideration was precisely that it aimed at moving the
Committee away from a sterile confrontation and facilitating the proceedings,
which had so far been paralysed because of the insistence of some delegations on
the idea of preparing a treaty - an idea regarding which the representatives in .
question had strong reservations. Doubts were expressed on the potential
contribution of any normative instrument to the enhancement of the principle of
non-use of force because there was no lack of clarity as to the existence and
the content of that principle. W'ith reference to the view that it was essential
to arrive at a binding and universal international instrument under which a firm
commitment would be made not to use force, it was pointed out that the Charter
was precisely such a binding and universal international instrument and that
Member States had already made the commitment in question. Those same
representatives paid tribute to the non-aligned countries for the efforts they
had :u:.ade at the thirty-fi:rth session of the General Assembly with a view to
improving the dra:rt resolution which had subsequently become resolution 35/50;
they added that they shared the concern of the non-aligned countries as reflected
in their useful contribution to the work of the Special Committee with the aim
of enhancing the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force, inasmuch as
the contemporary 'World had witnessed all too many cases of resort to force
directed against non-aligned countries either by non-aligned or "aligned" countries.
In their opinion, the paper could help the Special Committee in its search for
ways and means to enhance' the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force:
it contained a more or less comprehensive survey of several important and
and interrelated elements and req:'.lired thorough and careful examination in the
light of the various documents referred to in it. Those documents, it was noted,
included resolutions which had not been supported by the entire membership and on
the basis of which it was therefore not possible to formulate generally acceptable
principles. .
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218. Still other delegations recalled that, ever since an initiative to that
effect had been taken in 1976 by the Soviet Union, they had supported the idea
of elaborating a 'World treaty on the non-use of force in international relations
which would be a natural extension of the efforts of the United Nations and its
Members to consolidate international peace and security. In their opinion,
the urgency of the task had only increased, for the situation in the world called
for further efforts to eliminate the threat of war •. Without underestimating
the difficulties involved in the preparation of the document expected from the
Committee, they stress~d that such difficulties were normally encountered in
United Nations practice in working out generally acceptable texts. It was
recalled that initiatives taken for the elaboration of the Definition of
Aggression (resolution 3314 (xnx)) and of the Declaratio~ on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations, and Co-operation among States
in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (resolution 2625 (XXY» had
met with a cold response, if not with outright opposition, on the part of those
same delegations which were now taking a negative stand on the proposal to draft
a world treaty on non-use of force and which, it should be noted, were now
advocating an approach based on the above-mentioned documents. While being of the
opinion that the Soviet draft world treaty offered the best basis for work, they
viewed the working paper submitted by 10 non-aligned countries as an important
contribution, which placed the appropriate emphasis, in view of the mandate and
purpose of the Committee, on the points to be taken into account in drafting a
legally-binding instrument on the principle of non-use of force and which, it
was added 1 presented many points of convergence with the other proposals before
the Committee, in particular with the Soviet draft world treaty. They pointed
out that the non-aligned countries, as appeared from the position they had taken'
at the Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries, held
at Havana in September 1979, with respect to the creation of the Special Committee,
had considerable interest in furthering the progressive development of treaty
norms aimed at the elimination of the threat of war and of the policy of force,
blackmail, pressure and coercion in contravention of the Charter. In the view
of the delegations in question, the paper under consideration was very relevant,
particularly as an indication of the way in which the Committee should proceed to
strengthen the principle of non-use of force and, furthermore, it rightly
highlighted concrete aspects of the wrongful uses of force which threatened
the independence of developing countries. That approach was, it was concluded,
a positive one which should be concretized in treaty language.

219. A number of delegations commented on the structure of the working paper and
the general approach reflected in it.

220. Some representatives held the view that the structure of the paper was
somewhat unbalanced in that too much emphasis was placed therein on the principie
of non-use of force and not enough on other relevant principles. It was recalled
that the Declaration on principles of international law concerning friendly
relations provided that, in their interpretation and application, the
principles elaborated upon in the Declar~tion were interrelated and that each
principle should be construed in the context of the other principles. Interest
was expressed in the suggestion, made in the Sixth Committee at the thirty-fifth
session of the General Assembly (A/c.6/35/SR.28, para. 51) to study the
interdependence between the various relevant principles. The view was further
expressed that while the principle of non-use of force played a central role, it
could not be separated from the question of the peaceful settlement of disputes
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which was the subject of Article 2, paragraph 3, and Chapter VI of the Charter, nor
from the machinery provided for in Chapter VII, nor from the right of individual or
collective self-defence referred to in Article 51. The 'Working paper, it was
mentioned, did' not q.uly reflect -the interdependence between those elements nor
strike between them the appropriate balance, which the Charter had managed to
achieve. Particular stress was placed on the need to give adequate treatment to
the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes: the view was expressed that

i the principle of non-use of force would be ipso facto observed if the parties to
a dispute were determined to settle it by peaceful means and to act accordingly,
and that the question of the peaceful settlement of disputes should therefore be
given prominence, which - it was maintained - the working paper did not do.

221. Other representatives, while agreeing that the relationship between the
various relevant principles should be duly taken into account - a requirement
Which, in their opinion, the working paper fully met as evidenced by principles 14,·
15 and 16 - pointed out that the basic and priority issue before the Committee
was the el1hancement of the" effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force and
that the balance established in the Committee's mandate would be upset if all the
principles were placed on the same footing. Therefore, it was observed:) the main
thrust of the document to be formulated had to be the principle of non-use of
force and the other principles should, from the legal standpoint, be subordinate
to it: it was necessary to adhere to the value concepts of principal and
accessory if the objective of the proposed instrument was not to be confused. Irn.
additional reason which was invoked for placing special emphasis in the paper on
the principle of non-use of force was that that principle was being more and
more frequently violated, so that priority ought to be given to enhancing its
effectiveness. Disagreement was also expressed with the view that the paper did
not strike a correct balance between the principle of peaceful settlement of
disputes and the principle of non-use of force: it was observed that there
existed in modem international law a large body of legal rules in respect of
the former principle, while the latter prinCiple was not as developed, and that
the document to be prepared should in fact aim at correcting this imbalance by
laying down legally binding rules of State conduct that would enhance the
effectiveness of the prohibition of the use of force. It was also said that the
question of peaceful settlement of disputes could be covered through co-ordination
with the work being carried out in the Special Committee on the Charter of the
United Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization.

222. Comments were further made on what was termed the balance between the
normative and the institutional aspects of the document.

223. Some representatives took the) view that the working paper placed too much
emphasis on the former aspects at the expense of the latter. The remark was made
that, v1hile tremendous progress had been achieved since 1945 in the development
and codification of intemati')nal law, such progress had been more in the area of
substantive law than in the area of adjectival law. It was noted that the Charter
was an exceptio~ in that· it placed rules of substantive law within a system
including, in particular, th~ Security Council, and that this approach should .
not be departed from. Furthermore, it was stressed, it was dangerous to attempt
to draft a second set of substantive laws, for such a course would not only sow
confusion but also give the impression that the first set of rliLes had fulfilled
its purpose and become obsolete. The view was further expressed that no attempt
at elaborating a new normative instrument should be" embarked upon without first
determining, through an examination of specific instances in which force had been
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used, what the causes of such use of force were and whether a new normativeinstrument was needed. Such an eJl amination was likely to lead, it was maintained,to the conclusion that what was required was institutional strengthening in thearea of peaceful settlement of disputes through improvement of mechanisms andprocedures and enhancement of third-party settlement, and in the al-ea of collectivesecurity through strengthening of the role of the Security Council, including itsinvolvement at a sufficiently early stage, encouraging the Secretary-General touse his authority to find facts and bring matters to the Council and strengtheningthe peace-keeping capabiliti.es of the United Nations. The view was expressedthat, considering the numbe!" of cases in which large-scale armed conflicts hadbeen prevented by peace-keeping forces, the working paper did not seem to giveproper recognition to that valuable aspect of United Nations activities, and itwas suggested that the obligation of States to support peace-keeping operationsand contribute to their financing should be provided for therein. Such anapproach admittedly entailed some overlap with work being carried out in otherforums, but that was inevitable in the case of any issue of sufficient scope andsuch issues could not be artificially truncated at the outset merely becausesome of their aspects were being dealt with elseWhere.

224. Disagreement was, on the other hand, expressed with the view that theworking paper over-emphasized normative elements at the expense of institutionalones. Such a dichotomy was felt to be unclear and the view was held that if byinstitutional elements, one meant elements aimed at ensuring that the conduct ofStates would be in conformity with existing rules, then due account should betaken of article V of the Soviet draft world treaty 29/ and principle 17 of theworking paper under consideration. Attention was also drawn to the fact thatthe document expected from the Committee was not intended to replace the.Charter andneed not, therefore, reiterate all the relevant provisions in the Charter andother instruments. With regard to peace-keeping operations, it was stated thatsuch operations could be useful but that their importance should not be exaggeratedand that the method could give rise to abuses. It was added that some countriesdid not participate in the financing of some forces because they could not agreethat third countries should be expected to pay for the consequences of conflictsin which they were in no way involved; the financial burden should, it wasmaintained, be borne by the aggressor. With regard to the proposed study of thE!causes of the use of force, the view was expressed that any such study would haveto go back to the era when certain Powers had invaded countries in Africa, Asiaand Latin America in order to "civilize" them and that rather than embarking onsuch an exercise, which could lead nowhere, the- Committ~e should adhere to itsmandate Which required it to prepare an objective legal instrument on theprohibition of the use of force in international relations.

225. The definition of the use or threat of force contained in the introductorypart of the working paper was considered as an essential element by somerepresentatives, who said that the formulation would have to be carefully lookedat so as to leave no loopholes or gaps. In their opinion, the fact that theconcept of non-military force still lacked precision was no reason for leaving

29/ ~., Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 41 (A/34/41 and Corr.l),annex.
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it out, inasmuch as international instruments sometimes included concepts in
relation to which there was not yet a generally agreed juridical approach - a
case in point being the International Convention against the Taking of Hostages
(General Assembly resolution 34/i46, annex) which referred to international
terrorism even though there was no generally agreed definition of that phenomenon.
The concept of force, it was stated, should encompass any act which might have
serious consequences for the victim and to which the latter was not able to
respond by using the same degree of force. The view was also expressed that the
definition should refer both to the use of armed force involving any type of
weapons, including nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction, and to non
military forms of coercion. The remark was made that many of the useful concepts
contained in the definition were developed in subsequent principles but that
others concerning economic or political coercion or hostile propaganda were not
reflected in the body of the working paper, something which would have to be
corrected if the prohibition of such fm'ms of the use of force was to have full
mandatory force.

226. Other delegations, however, expressed doubts about the advisability of
engaging in a debate on a definition of the use or threat of force. It was
pointed out that the question whether the Charter only dealt with armed force or
with other forms of coercion as well was still a matter of conflicting
interpretations. The view was expressed that Article 2, paragraph 4, did not
deal with intervention, although there were other provisions in the Charter from
which a principle of non-intervention could be deduced and that a confusion
such as revealed by the proposed definition between the principle of non-use of
force and the principle of non-intervention might have dangerous implications
in relation to Article 51. The remark was also made that the practice of the
Security Council did not support a very broad concept of force and that when the
Council had dealt with impermissible pressure, it had viewed such behaviour as a
threat to the peace or as being contrary to Charter principles such as State
sovereignty rather than as a violation of the principle of non-use of force.

227. Some delegations commented on specific elements of the Pl'oposed definition.
Thus, the view was expressed that the reference to economic coercion was of
special importance for developing countries which had been and continued to be
victims of that form of coercion, including economic blockades on the part of
powerful countries, whose imperialist designs they opposed. The 1riew was,
however, expressed that the reference to economic coercion should be made more
precise since that form of pressure could be exerted in widely varying degrees.

228. Some representatives welcomed the reference in the proposed definition to
"pressure 11 and "intimidation" but suggested that it be made more speci fie.
Mention was made of blackmail in relation to economic assistance, which, it was
stated, was a form of the use of force potentially as dangerous as military
intervention, even though only the victims of it could fully feel its harmfulness.
Other representatives held that vague concepts such as pressure and intimidation
would, if retained, give :dse to serious difficulties of interpretation. The
point was made that, if the victims of pressure alone were in a position to gauge
its harmfulness, it followed that the concept was a highly subjective one, which
would hence be very difficult to define. Disagreement was, however, expressed
with that view and the remark was made that pre~su:re and intimidation were
objective realities with specific aims and measurable consequences.
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229: Some representatives also commented on the reference to the use of mercenaries.Doubts were expressed on the advisability of including such a reference. It waspointed out that the question was being studied in another committee and thatmercenary activities often took place without any state involvement. Disagreementwas, however, expressed with that view: it was stated in particular that, asevidenced by the mercenary operation carried out in Benin in 1977 and by thedocumentation which had been submitted in that connexion to the Security Council,mercenaries were neither tou~dsts nor mentally unbalanced persons: assemblingthem at a given place required 8, pre-established plan, means of transport, aconsiderable arsenal and a great \ieal of money, and was therefore impossiblewithout the knowledge of the secret. services of certain States and, indeed, withoutofficial collusion.' Consequently, armed intervention by means of 'mercenaries wasundeniably a case - and a serious' case - of use of force in internationalrelations. It was suggested that the relevant part of the text should be mademore precise by inserting the words "and the sending" after the word "use".

230. It was indicated, on behalf of the sponsors, that consideration of thedefinition could be deferred until after acceptable texts had been "lorked out.for the other elements of the paper.

231. With regard to principle 1" it was noted that the rule emmciated thereinwas a peremptory norm of jus ~ogens and that there could be no derogation fromit in relations between States. The principle, it was added, should be formulatedin such a way as to close any possible gaps and loopholes and account should betaken in-that respect of all-too-frequent abusive pleas of collective self-defenceor intervention upon invitation. The text should therefore contain provisionsto the effect that no justification of a political, economic or other nature couldbe invoked in order to justifY resort to force, taking into account theformulation of Article 5 of the Definition of Aggression and the relevantprovisions of the Final Act of Helsinki. It was further pointed out thatprinciple 1 should foreclose the possibility of a contrario interpretations ofthe phrase Ilagainst the' tel'!"itorial integrity or political independence of anyState" contained in Article 2. paragraph 4 of the Charter. The view was, however,also expressed tli'at the formulation should follow more closely the text ofArticle 2, paragraph 1:. It was stressed that the principle under considerationshould prchibit the use of armed force as the most danger'ou~ form of the use offorce and place special emphasis on the prohibition of the use of nuclearweapons, taking into account the results of the tenth special session of theGeneral Assembly, on disarmament, and that it should also reflect the ideacontained in the preamble, that the eoncept of force included economic or politicalcoercion or hostile propaganda and subversive activities. '!hat could be done byinserting the words IIdirect or indirect" before the word "force" and developingthat idea in subsequent principles. The principle under consideration shc~d,furthermore, expressly mention the inadlussibility of frontier violations andprovide for changes of boundaries or lines of demarcation in accordance withinternational law, Le., by peaceful means and by agreement. In the latterrespect, reference was made to principles r. and III of the Declaration onPrinciples Guiding Relations between Particips.:ting State,s contained in the FinalAct of Helsinki. 30/

30/ Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,Cmnd.6l98 (London~ H.M. Stationery Office, 1975), p. 2.
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232. Some delegations commented upon the drafting of the principle. It was said
that it should be revised since~ as currently drafted~ it merely indicated the
direction to be taken to reach a definition of the obli6ation of States on that
question. The text should read: ;;States shall not ," •• 11. It was also pointed out
that since all States already had the obligation not to use force in international
relations~ the best way to formulate the principle would be to emphasize that all
States 101ere already ':::om.mitted to the principle of non-use of force, which was
a binding principle under the Charter. The point was also made that the reference
to the Charter could be misinterpreted: it should be understood that the
prohibition of the use of,force was based not only on the 1945 text, but also on
generally accepted norms and principles which had emerged since that time.
Disclaimers, it was added~ would doubtless have to be included in the final text,
but they should appear either in the preamble or at the end of it and not in the
principle.

233. Commenting upon the references appended to principle l~ one delegation pointed
out that, while having no difficulty with the reference to Article 2, paragraph 4
of the Charter and resolution 2625 (XXV), it wished to recall that its country had
voted against resolution 2160 (XXI), which it therefore did not consider as offering
a good basis for legal work. It was also pointed out that the citations provided
were too selective and should include not only Article 2~ paragraph 4, which was
at the centre of the system established in that area by the Charter, but also
Article 2~ paragraph 3 and Articles 33, 36 and 37. In the view of that delegation,
it lres not a positive approach to take rules of substantive law, such as the
prohibition of the use of force, out of the system of 'which they were part.

234. The remark was made that the working paper listed after principle 1 a series
of specific manifestations of the use of force, and it was suggested that
principles 2, 3, 4 and 6 could be grouped, together with principles 10 and 11,
under the title ;lDuties of States\] and that the references to be appended should
include the draft Declaration on the Rights and Duties of States (General Asseffibly
resolution 375 (IV», the declarations on essentials of peace (resolution 290 (IV»
and on peace throt~h deeds (resolution 380 (V», the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the Definition of Aggression.

235. Some delegations expressed doubts concerning the enumerative approach
reflec1;ed in the working paper: the.view was expressed that dra:wing up a list of
instances of the use of force was inadvisable as such a list would be unlikely to
be exhaustive and entailed the risk of presenting as illegal actions which were
legal under the Charter and thereby calling in question the Charter and the rights
and duties imposed by it. At most, it was stated, a non-exhaustive listing of
cases in which there existed a presumption of unlawful use of force might be drawn
up in accordance with the technique followed in the Definition of Aggression.

236. Some delegations pointed out that some of the most serious types of use of
force 101ere not mentioned in the working paper, and it was suggested that a new
principle should be inserted, reading as follows:

IlFirst and foremost? all acts or threats of invasion or occupation of
the territory of a State? all use of armed forces against the territory of
another State or any other act directed against the territorial integrity or
unity of a State, and attacks by the armed fOI:ces of one State on the armed
ground, naval or air forces of another State are prbhibited. i1
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It was also suggested that the following manifestations of the use or threat offorce should be added to the text: aggression committed by a State against thesovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State,or in any manner inconsistent with the Charter; actions intended to destroypartially or totally the national unity and territorial integrity of any otherState, or as a means of solving international disputes; external intervention,coercion or constraint, particularly involving the open or covert, direct orindirect threat or use of force; the organizing, financing, instigating, incitingor assisting of or participation in, acts of civil strife or terrorist acts inother States by States or groups of States, or tolerance of or acq~iescence inorganized activities within their territories directed towards the commission ofsuch acts; the organizing, inciting or sending by or on behalf of a State, ofregular or irregular armed forces, volunteers or armed bands, within its territoryor in any other territory, for incursion into the territory of another State; theoccupation or acquisition by force of the territory of one State by another; theviolation of the international boundaries of one State by another through thethreat or use of force with th~ aim of solving territorial disputes; the commissionof acts of armed 'reprisal involving the use of force.

237. In connexion with principle 2, it was suggested that military intervention andreprisals should be dealt with separately. It was also suggested that the textshould refer to armed reprisals, which on the basis of Security Councilpronouncements, were recognized as illegal in the Declaration on Principles ofInternational Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States inaccordanc~ with the Charter of the United Nations, and should be based on the sixthparagraph of the relevant principle of that Declaration. With respect to othertypes of reprisals Which, it was maintained, were not always unlawf'ul, it wassuggested that reference in that respect be made to the additional Protocols tothe Geneva Conventions 9 31/ the Declaration on principles of international lawconcerning friendly relations and the Definition of Aggression.

238. Principles 3, 4 and 69 had, it was noted, no counterpart in the other proposalsbefore the l:J'orking Group and could be brought together under the common heading"Indirect uses of force 17
• 'fhey were said to be particularly important to thenon-aligned countries but also felt to be imprecisely worded and calling for furtherelaboration in the light of the General Assembly and Security Council resolutionsmentioned in reference. The central idea, it was stated, was acceptable, althoughthe issues dealt with should be covered in all their legal and practical aspectsas had been done in the Declaration on principles of int~rnational law concerningfriendly relations and the Definition of Aggression.

239. As to principle 4, it was s:uggested that the words llinvolving the use orthreat of force: l
, a phrase borrow'ed from the corresponding provision of theDeclaration on principles of international law concerning friendly relations, shouldbe added at the end, The question of the relationship of principle 4 to theprinciple of non-intervention "tvas raised and reference was made to the work of theFirst Committee of the General Assembly which was considering the matter in thecontext of a draft declaration on the inadmissibility of intervention andinterference in the internal affairs of States.

311 A/32/l44, annexes I and II.
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240. Many delegations considered principle 5 together with principle 13,
underscoring their importance and stressing the desirability of their close
co-ordination since they should adequately reflect the legal status of liberation
movements of peQples under colonial, racial and othar forms of domination. That
status had been developed through the United Nations system and affirmed in more
than 200 General Assembly resolutions since the adoption of resolution 1514 (XV),
and it derived from the right of peoples to struggle for self-determinat.ion and
national independence. There had been cases where the transfer of power had been
the result of many years of bloody struggle against minority regimes and colonial
Powers and of forcible measures taken by the Security Council under Article 41;
the position reflected in principles 5 and 13 with respect to the legitimacy of the
armed struggle waged by peoples of colonial and dependent territories in the
exercise of their inalienable right to self-determination and independence was
therefore the correct one. It was also held that the scope, the contents and the
limits of principles 5 and 13 in their relationship with the principles of
self-determination and independence should be the subject of further precision.

241. other delegations, although not objecting to a reaffirmation of the principle
of self-determination, rejected the notion that the achievement of that objective
could give rise to a legitimate use of force or lead to the creation of a new
exception to the principle of the non-use of force. Many of the resolutions
which had been cited in that respect, including :.,·esolution 2160 (XXI), had not had
the support of several countries and could not be considered as a sound basis for
work in the legal sphere. Furthermore, the use of force in carrying out the
above-mentioned objective could not be based on the right of self-defence either,
since the situation involved did not imply relations between States. Self
determination, it was further pointed out, could be achieved through negotiations
and a peaceful political process. Principles 5 and 13, it was stressed, were far
removed from the manner in whi.ch the principle of self-determination was enshrined
in the Charter. On the other hand, the observation "'las made that, since the
adoption of the Charter, international law had evolved considerably, particularly
with respect to the problem of decolonizatioD, and disagreement was expressed
with the view that the document should, in relation to the right of people to
self-determination, confine itself to the relevant provisions of the Charter. It
was pointed out that one at least of the delegations which held that view had
supported resolution 2160 (XXI) and should therefore have no difficulty in agreeing
to an appropriate reflection in the document of the evolution of international law
since the adoption of the Charter. Several delegations 'tvere of the opinion that
the principle of self-determination should be strengthened on the basis of the
Declaration on principles of international law concerning friendly relations and
the Definition of Aggression. Uith pardcular reference to principle 5, the view
was held that it should cover the whole of the right of self-determination as it
cierived from the Charter, using, for example, the language of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (resolution 2200 (XXI), annex). Another view
maintained that it should be reformulated on the basis of the Declaration and of
Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Charter.

242. Principle 6 was said to reflect a very real and serious concern of the
non-aligned countries. It was, however, pointed out that the concept of stability
in international law "'las not highly developed, that changes of government pertained
to the exercise of the right of self-determination and that, here again, one should
not confuse the principles of non-use of force and non-interference in the
internal affairs of States.
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243. As to principle t~ it was pointed out that it brought together three disparateelements, namely: (a) non-recognition of territorial acquisitions resulting fromthe breach of the prohibition of the use of force - a corollary of the principleof territorial integrity also to be found in the Declaration on principles ofinternational lal'T concerning friendly relations; (b) the question of the validityor invalidity of a treaty procured by the threat or use of force or conflicting'tdth peremptory norms of international la~T - and~ in that connexion, the questionof the advisability of interference in treaty relations and of the wisdom ofencouraging States not to recognize treaties concluded by others; and (c) theconcept of changing the demographic or cultural or geographic characteristics ofterritories .• an idea 't'Thich seemed out of place in the current context and shouldin any case be formulated on the basis of the Geneva Conventions of 1949. 32/ Theview 't-Tas expressed that the formulations were unsatisfactory and confused the law.It 't-Tas also felt that the principle under consideration should transcend individualsituations and should be couched in as general terms as possible, that the examplesgiven in the text should be carefully looked at and that the formulation shouldbe rl10re concise. The remark ~Tas further made that the 't-Tords nab initio" could giverise to un't-Tanted a contrario interpretations, and that an appropriate link shouldbe provided between that principle (on the consequences of the use or threat offorce) and principle 8 (on the international responsibility of States).

244. The inclusion of principle 8 in the projected document was widely supported,its importance being underscored by some delegations, particularly as the collectivesecurity mechanism had not so far functioned in a satisfactory manner. It waspointed out~ nevertheless~ that its formulation was too sweeping since it did nottake into account that the use of force in self-defence was a legitimate use offorce not giving rise to international responsibility. It 't-TaS also suggested thatthe current formulation 't'Tas too concise and vague and that the principle should befurther developed~ taking into account the ~Tork of the International Law Commissionand the provisions of existing treaties. Finally~ it ~ras also suggested that theprinciple might appropriately be placed elsewhere in the future ins~rument.

245. Principles 9 and 10 were generally considered of great importance~ forthey related to institutional elements and invited a close look at the machineryand proceclures of the collective security system and at the duties of States inrelation to that system. Although they were not quite clear, it was said theydid contain the seeds of a consideration of the ways in which institutionalarrangements could be strengthened: peace-keeping operations~ in particular,were eminently relevant to efforts aimed at er..nancing the principle of non-use offorce. They should, therefore, be developed to include the ideas on peace-keeping,fact-finding~ crisis anticipation and preventive diplomacy.

246. The 't'lorking paper~ it was felt, was not sufficiently explicit on the ways ofenhancing the effectiveness of the collective security machinery: it should providefor the strengthening of United Nations peace-keeping capabilities and lay downthe obligation of States to support such operations and contribute to theirfinancing. Both articles were too general and should be elaborated upon in orderto correct the imbalance in the projected document between the normative and theinstitutional aspects. It was also suggested that both principles could be mergedsince they both related to the role of the United Nations.

32/ United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, Nos. 970-973.
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247. With reference in particular to principle 9~'some doubts were voiced: it was
stressed that the United Nations certainly had responsibilities in the maintenance
of international peace and security~ as well as rights l.,hich enabled it to confront
states with the consequences of their illegal activities,' but the existence of a
:lduty'; of the Organization in that area was questionable. Other delegations felt
that the principle should be elaborated upon so as to clarify the ways in which
the United Nations was to discharge its responsibilities in the maintenance of
international peace and security and in order to cover peace-keeping. It was
also said that principle 9 should be reworded to provide for the duty of States
to make fuller use of existing and potential possibilities of the United Nations
system on the basis of strict observance of the Charter, for the successful
discharge by the Organization of its responsibilities depended on the goodwill of
Member States.

248. Uith reference to principle 10, it was stated that it also should be developed
and clarified: attention should be paid, in particular, to the relations between
the principle of non-use of force, the principle of non-intervention and the
collective security system~. and account should be taken of the way in which those
elements lo1ere reflected in the Charter and developed in subsequent documents. Due
regard should also be paid to the role of the Security Council.

249. It vIas suggested that principle 11 should be grouped together with
principles 12 and 13 under one heading. Principle 11, as currently drafted~ gave
rise to some objections. Some delegations felt that it called for clarification
and careful examination~ for its purpose was unclear and it might result in a
r~striction of the generality of the nom contained in Article 2, paras;raph 4, of
the Charter. It was pointed out that the duty of States to lend support to the
victims of the use of force was to be interpreted in the light of the Charter and
its Article 51. It was also stressed that the principle contained a novel idea~

for assistance to a State exercising his right of self-defence had so far been
viewed as a right and not as a duty. Providing for a duty of that type outside
the system of collective security and Chapter VII could lead to uncontrollable and
arbitrary interventions. The pr.inciple, as currently drafted, did not offer a
clear criterion to determine at what point the consequences of the use of force
had ceased to exist. Thus the support to the victim could become unlimited. The
formulation of the principle ~ therefore, should be brought into line with the
Charter. Another reservation expressed in connexion with the principle was that it
went too far: it was one thing to assert that the use of force could give rise to
legal chan(;es, but quite another to speak of the elimination of aJ.:l the consequences
of the use of force.

250. The inclusion of principle 12 in the projected documellt was generally supported,
and some suggestions 'to1ere made as to hO'tol further to develop the principle. The
inclusion of the principle, it was said, offered an opportunity of examining whether
Article 51 contained the whole of the right of self-defence and whether it had
replaced the entirety of the pre-existing law in that area. It was pointed out that
the principle should refer both to individual and collective self-defence. Other
questions to be examined~ it was added~ includeq the concept of proportionality,
the requirement of an !larmed attack!l, the reporting obligation and the control of
self-defence by the Security Council - in particular~ the question of the extent to
which the Security Council had the power to ascertain through fact-finding the
legitimacy of a plea of self-defence.
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251. Man)" delegations referred jointly to principles 5 and 13 and, therefol·e,several comments found under principle 5 are also applicable to principle 13. Withspecific reference to principle 13, some delegations pointed out that it shouldbe concretized, taking into account the numerous relevant decisions and resolutionsof United Nations organs: since colonial and racial domination as well as otherforms of alien domina.tion l{ere all'lays the result of the direct or indirect use offorce~ it uas natural that the peoples subjected to such domination should receivesupport from other States to eliminate the consequences of the initial use of force.When a colonial POl.,er refused to withdraw in favour of an entity which legitimatelyrepresented a colonized people and used force to maintain the status quo, it waslegitimate for the people in question to use force to defend itself and for thirdStates to assist the colonized State, since, in so doing, they were 'contributingto enforce the principle of the non-use of force. Some other delegations found itironic that a document aimed at enhancing the principle of non-use of force shouldadvocate an expansion of the permissible uses of force. Several resolutionsusually cited in that respect had not had the support of several countries andresolution 1514 (XV) did not support the statement contained in principle 13. Therelevant provisions of the Final Act of Helsinki should be taken into account, itwas added.

252. Some delegations expressed doubts on the advisability of including principle 14in the projected document ~ for while it was true that general and completedisarmament would be a major contribution to the enhancement of the principle ofnon-use of force, the achievement of that goal was not of sufficient immediacy tol{arrant the inclusion of a reference to disarmament in the future paper.Furthermore ~ it was said~ the question of disarmament l~S so broad that it couldnot be adequately dealt l-dth in just one sentence. Many delegations, however,felt that the inclusion of principle 14 in the future document wa.s important andshould be maintained. The provision, it was said, was very relevant to thequestion of non-use of force ~ for there was no doubt that negotiations towards ..disarmament ~ if conducted seriously, were conducive to stricter compliance withthe principle of non-use of force and that fuller adherence to that principlecreated in turn a political atmosphere favourable to efforts towards disarmament~
It was true that the question of disarmament was being dealt with elsewhere ~ butthe concept of non-use of force l'Tas so important that it could not be cut off fromits context. In sum, the question of disarmament had to be dealt with in thenel., instrument inasmuch as putting an end to the arms race and moving touards thereduction of stockpiles and eventually general and complete disarmament wasundeniably the most reliable way of eliminating the very possibility of the useor threat of force. Furthermore, it was added, the key elements contained inprinciple 14 ~ namely, the idea of strict and effective international control,'highlighted the fact that the value of disarmament treaties was related to thearrangements they contained for monitoring the performance of their obligationsby the parties: it was easy to draft rules of substantive law but much more .difficult to ensure that States carried out their obligations and to transform amere paper protection into more effective instruments for the improvement of theinternational situation. Several delegations supporting the inclusion ofprinciple 14 also felt that its current formulation should be improved. Thus,it l-TaS maintained that the principle l'lould be improved if it inclUded a referenceto all possible efforts to implement effective measures for lessening militaryconfrontation a~ a pre-condition for disarmament and for the enhancement of theprinciple of non-use of force. The principle, it was said, should incorporateadditional elements such as measures to reduce tension in international relationsand confidence-building measures~ as well as measures to foster the free
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254. The inclusion in the future document of principle 16 on peacef'ul settlement of'disputes ~Tas 't'1idely supported. Objections, however ~ were voiced concerning theextent to which the current formulation of principle 16 reflected the importance ofthe principle concerned. It 'to1as felt that the principle should be developed witha vielT to placing it on the same level as that of the non-use of force and thecollective security machinery. Those principles were interrelated and complementary,should be looked at together and should be given the same balanced treatment asthat provided in the Charter. Account should also be tal~en it 'toTaS said) of theundeveloped stage of the lal1 in the area of peaceful settlement of disputes andof the fact that the mandate of the Special Committee placed on the same footing;the principle of the non-use of force and that of peaceful settlement of disputes.As to the elements for a future elaboration of the principle concerned) it 't'1asstressed that the relevant provision should elaborate on the general obligation tosettle international disputes by peaceful means (Art. 1, para. 1, and.Art. 2)para. 3~ of the Charter) ~ on the means for peaceful settlelD.ent of disputes(Art. 33) and on the institutional procedures for settlement as provided for inthe Charter: Security COU1"lcil (Arts. 24, 34) 36 and 38») General Assembly(Arts. 10, 11) 12 and 14), Secretary-General (Art. 99), regional agencies (Art. 52'),and International Court of Justice (Art. 36 of the Statute of ICJ). In general ~ ,it 'toTaS said that the principle should be elaborated upon ~ taldng into accountthe idea.s contained in the 'tvorldng paper submitted by the five Uestern Europeancountries, in particular, points (1) !to (4) of the relevant section. 331 Attentionwas also drawn to the need for appropriate and effective machinery in:relation tothe principle of peaceful settlement of international disputes. .

253. There 'toTas support for the idea contained in principle 15 which, it 't'1::1S said,contributed an important guarantee for the stability of States. It was felt ~nevertheless ~ that the current formulation of the principle left much to be desiredand that the principle should be redrafted so as to make its relation to theprinciple of non~use of force clearer.

dissemination and exchanae of information and ideas through national frontiers.Furthermore) it should take into account the Final Document of the Tenth SpecialSession of the General Assembly (resolution s-10/2») which had been devoted todisarmament. The vie't'1 't'Tas held that it would be usef'ul 'to make an analysis ofwhat had been 'discussed in the ~pecial session as well as in the DisarmamentCommission and see 'hm'T the proposals made in those forums could be included inthe projected document. The reference to the Final Document of the Tenth SpecialSession of the General Assembly shopld be more precise~ it was said.

255. Although the idea behind principle 17 was widely considered as acceptable,some reservations ~Tere eJqJressed regarding the current formulation of the principleand its place ~Tithin the document. Thus, regarding its formulation, it was pointedout that the draft was rather vague. It ~TaS also said that a legal definition ofthe principle of good faith should be included) through reference, inter alia, tothe principle pacta sunt servanda. The view was also expressed that the principleshoulcl be elaborated upon in the light of the Declaration concerning friendlyrelations and the Final Act of Helsinki. With r,eference to the place of theprinciple 't,Tithin 'the document, some delegations pointed out that it should beinserted at the beginning of the projected document, perhaps in the preamble.

331 Official Records of the General Assembl Thirty-fourth Session? SupplementNo. 4r-(A/3 1 1 and Corr.l) ~ para. 129.
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256. Some representatives held the view that tbe scope of the working paper shouldbe enlarged to include additional principles, including those of the territorialintegrity of States, inviolabiiity of frontiers and respect for internationaltreaties. Other elements 't'Thich were felt to have a place in the working paperincluded: in the area of disarmament ~ measures to reduce tension and increaseconfidence and promotion of the free flow and exchange of information and ideasacross frontiers ~ in the area of human rights, measures to encourage and promoterespect for human rights E'nd fundamental freedoms for al1 in accordance 'tnth theUniversal Declaration of Human Rights (resolution 217 A (Ill» and other relevantinternational treaties and instruments, including the International covenants onHuman Rights (resolution 2200 (XXI) ~ annex); in the area of mutual understandingand confidence ~ measures to promote mutual understanding and confi.dence amongpeoples by promoting and facilitating cultural exchanges and greater freedom ofmovement a.nd contact betloTeen peoples, from both the individual and the collectivepoint of view~ and in the area of co-operation among States, measures to developrelations and co-operation among States in accordance with the purposes andprinciples of the Charter.

251. Some representatives:l however, warned that the 'tfo·....ldng paper should not bedisproportionately extended or have its sense distorted by the insertion of a massof principles not directly related to the issue under consideration.
258. The question of preparing a comparative table or a topical compilation for theCommittee 't~S also discussed in the Working Group and elsewhere. Some delegationswere of the view that the proposed comparative table or compilation should be basedon the th!'ee proposals submitted so far, namely, the draft world treaty submittedby the Soviet Union, the 'tforking paper submitted by five l'1estern European countriesand the working paper submitted by 10 non-aligned countries. Other delegationsfelt that the comparative table or compilation should take into account not onlythe above three proposals:l but also the relevant ideas and suggestions which qadbeen put forward orally and in lolriting in the Special Committee as w~ll as in otherforums:l including the Sixth Committee of the General Assembly. No agreement,hO'tfever:l 'tfas reached.

259. At the 32nd meeting of the "lorking Group, on 13 April:l a revised worldngpaper (A/AC.193/~'1G/R.2/Rev.1)was submitted by the non-aligned countries which hadsponsored the original document:l namelY:l Benin, Cyprus, Egypt, India, Iraq,Morocco:l Nepal, Nicaragua, Senegal and Uganda. The revised text read as follows:
Ill. The use of force or threat of force could be defined not only in terms ofmilitary force, but also in terms of all uses of coercion such as economic orpolitical coercion or hostile propaganda, as well as the resort to activitiessuch as subversion~ pressure, intimidation~ support of terrorism~ covertattempts to destabilize Governments ~ the use of mercenaries or financing orencouraging them.

112. In accordance 'tdth general international law and the pertinent prOV1SJ.onsof the Charter of the United Nations, the complete prohibition of the use offorce or the threat thereof in international relations constitutes animperative norm which shall not be derogated from.
113. All States shall refrain from:
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;l(a) All acts or threats of invasion, occupation or bombardment of a
territory of another State~ the use of armed forces against the territory of
another Stat~ as well as other acts and manifestations' of the use or threat
of use of force aimed aaainst"the territorial unity and integrity and
independence of another State)

lI(b) Any attack aBainst the land, sea or air forces, or marine and air
fleets of another State ~

n(c) All forms of intervention~ in particular military intervention,
reprisal by force or the threat thereof against another State;

:l(d) Using armed force to deprive peoples of their right to self
determination, freedom and independence, or to disrupt territorial integrity;

t: (e) Hostile propaganda directed against a State or a group of States;

;l( f) Engaging in covert attempts to destabilize other Governments;

;:(g) All forms of coercion or political, economic or military pressure
or any other form thereof against another State;

"(h) Sending, organizing or encouraging the organization of irregular
forces or armed bands, including mercenaries;

n(i) Organizing, instigating, assisting or participating in acts of civil
strife or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescing in organized
activities within its territory directed towards the commission of such acts.

:14. l'Tot to recognize, ab initio, the consequences that ensue from the use
of force, or threat of it, such as the conclusion of a treaty which has been
procured by threat or use of force or contains provisions in violation of
peremptory norms of international law or creation of situations of fait
accompli, or acquisition of territory or advantages resulting from use of
force, or the change of the demographic or cultural or geographic
characteristics of the territories under occupation, in accordance with binding
international legal conventions and principles of internationa~ law.

;:5. The use of force gives rise to international responsibility.

116'. The United Nations responsibility under the Charter in the effective
maintenance of international peace and security is fundamental to the
enhancement of the effectiveness of the principle of the non-use of force in
international relations.

:ISuch responsibility should be discharged by:

Il(a) Haking full use of Articles 10, 11, 13 and 14 of the Charter as wel:J.
as the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly and the rules of procedure
of the Gen~ral Assembly;

n(b) Utilizing and updating the fact:"finding. mechanisms set up by the
General Assembly~
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:: (c) Full use of the fact-findins functions of the Security Council under
Article 34 of the Charter ~ .

:'(d) Full recourse to Chapter VII of the Charter by the Security Council
and implementation of its provisions ~

nee) EstablishillB clear ru.ies and principles governing the military
activities of the United Nations;

tI(f) Giving early consideration by the Security Council to the provisions
of Article 43 of the Charter;

;;(g) The establishment of peace-keeping forces;

l:(h) Encourae;in6 the Secretary-General to discharge his responsibilities
under Articles 98 and 99 of the Charter.

117. All States have the duty to assist the United J.lTations in discharging its
responsibility as assigned to it by the Charter in the maintenance of
international peace and security by:

;;(a) Exploring the possibility of earmarking contingents for the United
I'lations peace-keeping reserve of national contingents trained in peace-keeping
functions, or if they are not in a position to do so, considering earmarking
other fac~lities or providing logistic support;

;'(b) All States should honour all aspects of the collective security'
system, inclUding both the need to bring matters to the Security Council and
the obligation to report promptly any and all measures talten under Article 51
of the Charter; ~

lI(c) All States should facilitate the implementation of Article 43 of the
Charter by making available to the Security Council on its ctl.1.1 and in
accordance with a sI:ecial agreement or agreements, armed forces, assistance
and facilities, including rights of passage, necessary for the purpose of
maintaining international peace and security.

;;8. The duty of States to support the victim of the use of force as defined
in paragraph 3 above by all means at their- disposal - material or moral 
until all consequences of such use of force are eliminated.

"9. Reaffirmation of the legitimacy of the right of all peoples under colonial
or racist re~imes or other forms of foreign domination and occupation to use
all means at their disposal, inclUding armed struggle, and to seek and receive
support to achieve self-determination, independence and territorial integrity:'·-·
as well as to liberate occupied territories and to eliminate the traces ot
racism, colonialism and apartheid.

lI10. Reaffirmation of the right of all States to defend their unity,
territorial integrity and independence.

::11. In all circumstances States retain their inherent right to self-defence
as embodied in Article 51 of the Charter.
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1:12. The progress towards the realization of the goal of general and complete
disarmament under strict and effective international control will enhance the
effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force in international relations.
To this end, States possessing nuclear arms must refrain from the use or the
threat of use of nuclear arms against non-nuclear States. The nuclear-weapon
States must refrain from any activity in the nuclear field which would
jeopardize the security and well~being of the peoples of non-nuclear-weapon
States. They must also refrain from being the first to use nuclear arms
against other nuclear-weapon States.

1:13. The scrupulous observance by all States of the principle of
non-interference in internal and/or external affairs of other States is
essential to the enhancement of the principle of non-use of force. The States
resolutely reject any attempts to justify foreign interference under any
pretext Whatsoever, from any source.

:114. The peaceful settlement of disputes is a necessary corollary to the
principle of non-use of force in international relations. The content of the
substance relevant to the peaceful settlement of disputes is to be derived
basically from the provisions of the Charter and the general principles of
international law.

;:15. Reaffirmation that the implementation of the principle of good faith in
the development of international relations as well as that of respect of
obligations emanating from treaties, valid under the generally recognized
principles and rules of international law, and in full conformity with
Article 103 of the Charter, contributes to the creation of the atmosphere
of trust and confidence which is necessary to the enhancement of the principle
of non-use of force.

1116. The use of force or the threat of use of force against another State
cannot be justified under any pretext, in any circumstance, or :for any
political, economic, military or any other reason whatsoever. il

260. In presenting the text, the spokesman for the sponsors stated that a joint
effort had been made to reword the 11 principles taking into account the comments
and' suggestions made during the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly and
at the 1980 and 1981 sessions of the Special Committee, and to present them in the
form of a detailed working paper reflecting the sponsors views on the enhancement
of the effectiveness of the principle of non-use of force, including ideas expressed
by a number of delegations which the sponsors had found acceptable. The revised
working paper dealt with the substance of the issue under consideration and left
aside, for the time being, the question of the form of the instrument to be
prepared. The text was not final and was not intended to replace the two other
proposals submitted to the l"Torking Group. It should be the subject of a process of
dial9gue and of reflection in a framework to be determined by the Special Committee
or by the General Assembly'.

261. l'1ith regard to paragraph 1, the sponsors had not changed the definition of the
use of force or threat of force, it being understood that an exact definition
could not be formulated until the end when general agreement had been reached on the
content of the remainder of the document.
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262.· Paragraph 2 set forth the principle of t;he complete prohibition of the use of£orce or the threat thereof and ~tso the idea that such a prohibition constitutedan imperative norm which admitted of no derogation.

263. Paragraph 3 listed the various forms of the use of force or the threat thereof:from l·,hich States must re:frain and contained the ideas contained in principles 3,4~ 5 and 6 o£ the original document to which it added:

(a) All acts or threats o£ invasion~ occupation or bombardment of a territoryo£ another State; the use of armed forces a.gainst the territory of a..1.other Stateas lvell as other acts and manifestations of the use or threat of use of forceaimed against the territorial unity and integrity and independence of anotherState;

(b) AIry attack against the land, sea or air forces, or marine and air fleetso£ another State;

(c) All £orms of intervention, in particular military intervention, reprisalby £orce or the threat thereof against another State;

(d) Using armed £orce to deprive peoples of their right to self-determination,:freedom and independence, or to disrupt territorial integrity;

(e) Hostile propaganda directed against a State or a group of States;

( £) Engaging in covert attempts to destabilize other Governments;

(g) All £orms o£ coercion or political, economic or military pressure or anyother £orm thereo£ against another State;

.(h) Sending, organizing or en.couraging the organization of irregular forces orarmed bands, including mercenaries;

(i) Organizinl:h instigating, assisting or participating in acts of civilstri£e or terrorist acts in another State or acquiescin6 in organized activitieswithin its territory directed towards the commission of such acts.

264. Paragraph 4 set £orth principle 7 of the original document ~10ncerningnon·-recognition of the consequences that ensued from the use of f\~rce or threat ofit. Similarly, paragraph 5 lVas ident.ical with principl~ 8 of the original document.
265. Paragraph 6 elaborated on prillciple 9 of the original document, pointing ontthat the responsibility of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace andsecurity lVas essential to the enhancement of the effectiveness of the principleo£ non-use of' £orce; the eight subparagraphs indicated how the Organization coul~.:;cdischarge that responsibilit~r, in particular by implementing the provisions ofChapter VII o£ the Charter. Although it had seldom been applied, Chapter VII, ifimplemented, could make a definite contribution to the maintenance of peace andsecurity and could limit the use of forcfl. Paragraph 6 also emphasized the roleo£ the General Assembly and of the Secretary-General in the light of the factthat although the Security Council had the main responsibility for the maintenanceo£ peace and security, under Article 24 of the Charter, it did not have the soleresponsibility in that area.
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266. Pararsra'Ph 7 elaborated on principle 10 of the original document regarding the
duty of States to assist the Or~anization in discharging its responsibilities.
Parac;ra'Ph 8 reflected the idea contained in principle ll"of the original document
by' stating that it ~efeJ"l"ed to victims of the USE of force as defined in
p&r&61"aph 3.

261. Par36!'a'Phs 9 2 10 and 1:1:. dealt with exceptions to the principle of non-use of
force or, more specifically ~ to cases in which the use of force "1as justified.

268. Paragra'Ph 9 combined the ideas contained in principles 5 and 13 of the original
document that were supported by all countries and peoples which upheld the
principles of justice and freedom. The non-aligned States attached particulaI'
importance to those ideas ~ namely, the legitimate right of, all peoples under
colonial or racist regimes or any form of domination or occupation to use all means
at their disposal, including armed struggle, and to seek and receive support to
achieve self-determination~ independence and territorial integrity as well as to
liberate occupied territories and to eliminate the traces of racism, colonialism and
aJ)&rtheid.

269. Paragraph 10 was directly related to paragraphs 9 and 11 and reaffirmed the
right of all States to defend their unity, territorial integrity and independence.

210. Paragraph 11 concerned the right to self..defence and referred to Article 51 of
the Charter.

211. Para3raphs 12 2 13 and ll~ corresponded to principles l4~ 15 and 16 of the
original document and dealt with principles directly related to non-use of force
and conducive to its enhancement .. namely, general and complete disarmament~

including the special responsibility of the nuclear-weapon States~ non-interference
in internal and eA~ernal affairs of othe~ States an~ rejection of any attempts to
justify foreign interference under ar.y prete'xt whatsoever and~ lastly ~ peaceful
settlement of disputes - 'uhich, if respected, would guarantee non-use of force.

212. ~rayraph 15 took up the idea contained in principle 17 of the original
document namely, that the implementation of the principle of good faith in
international relations \10uld contribute to the creation of the atmosphere of
trust and confidence which 'uas necessary to the enhancement of the principle of
nO.J.-use of force) adding to it an idea that "1as closely related to that principle,
that of respect for the obligations emanating from treaties, valid under the
generally recognized principles of international law and in conformity with
Article 103 of the Charter.

213. Para(U"a'Ph 16 reaffirmed a final general Obligation by stating that the use of
force or the threat of use of force could not be justified under any pretext ~ in
any circUlilstance or for any political, econc,mic, military or any other reason
whatsoever.

214. Finally, tUrning to the structure of the document, the spokesman pointed out
that paragraph 1 contained the definition of the use of 'force or threat of force,
paragraph 2 completely prohibited the use of force or the threat thereof, while
paragraphs 3 and 4 dealt respectively with the various banned forms of use of force
or threat thereof and the consequences of the use of force. Paragraphs 5, 6, 7 and
8 dealt \dth the role and responsibility of the United Nations and of States in
respect of the enhancement of the principle of non-use of force, and paragraphs 9,
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10 and 11 dealt ,dth cases in which the use of force ,.,as justified. Paragraphs l2~

13 and lh concerned principles related to the non-use of force that Wf!re likely to
contribute to its enhancement and paragraphs 15 and 16 dealt with measures
calculated to create the atmosphere of trust and co~fidence necessary to the
enhancement of the principle of non-use of force.

275. uost of the representatives who spoke expressed their gratitude to the
sponsors for the excellent example of good faith and co-operative spirit, as well
as flexibility and pragmatism~ which they were giving to the Committee and ''1hich
testified to the commitment of non-aligned countries to the enhancement of the
principle of non-use of. force in international relations. Several representatives
noted with satisfaction that due account had been taken in preparing the revised
version of the working paper of ideas put forward during the debate and said that
the revised version of the working paper should serve as a basis for future ,.,ork.
One representative, however, held the view that the imbalance between the non-use
of force, the peaceful settlement of disputes and the collective security mechanism
on the one hand, and bet,.,een normative and institutional elements on the other,
to which he had drawn attention in connexion with the ori~inal version of the paper,
had been to some extent remedied but not yet completely eliminated. He also
advocated the inclusion in the paper of elements such as measures to reduce
tension and increase confidence and the promotion of the free flow and exchange of
information and ideas across frontiers, human rights, measures to promote mutual
understandina and confidence and measures to develop relations and co-operation
among States. One delegation remarked that the drafting of paragraph 15 to some
extent ,.,eakened paragraph 4. ,34/

276. Many delegations, not having had time to study the revised working paper,
refrained from commentin8 on it at that stage.

277. The revised version of the working paper ~TaS discussed only in a preliminary
way owing to lack of time.

_3h/ At the 60th plenary meeting of the Special Committee, on 15 April, some
dele~ations similarly e:>:.pressed the vie,., that the drafting of paragraph 15 to some
extent "Teakened paragraph l~ and one of the sponsors said in that connexion that
after the ~Tord 11treaties\\, the words 110 ther than those mentioned in paragraph 4
above and:; should be inserted.
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